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IR I T S f ^cr-e?
Malaysia does not have strong marine tradition.
Interest in marine sector only came after the new dis
coveries of offshore oil and gas and the concern over
balance
of payment problems attributed to shipping
services.At the same time,fishing,the oldest traditional
marine activities grew,,tourism industry and ports develo
ped and a great concern over marine environment in Malay
sia became evident.

well

As the new actors of the ocean uses increses,as
as the rapid development of traditional marine

sector,the demand for a comprehensive marine policy in
Malaysia grew fast.So far there is no proper marine
policies adopted for the whole marine activities nor a
clear policy for various sectorcil marine development in
the country.There is also no agency singly looking after
the marine ‘affairs and thus allow various conflicts and
overlapping
functions
between
various
government
agencies.
The same problem also faced

by

the

environmental

issues in Malaysia.So far there is no comprehensive
environmental policy framework which cover the control of
pollution generated from the marine-base industries.
Environmental policy is yet to be improved to cover every
zone established by the government.
No doubt that Malaysian marine policies are also
affected by the international event of marine affairs
such as the CLOS and other international conventions.
Though

Malaysia is not a party to CLOS and ratified only
VI

a few international conventions,nevertheless,it observed
the implication and output of those conventions to the
national interests.
The most salient setback in overall marine affairs
in Malaysia is the problem of implementation of rules and
regulations suggested by various international conven
tions. Marine affairs in Malaysia still being dominated by
the overlapping functions of various government agencies,
lack of expertise,outdated marine laws,etc.The author
strongly feel that a coordinated approach of marine
affairs is the most important tool to solve the problems.
This will lead the country to treat marine affairs as a
whole rather that treating each of them in seperate
policy area.
This study attempts to provide a basic discussion
of method that could contribute to a better coordinating
framework for Malaysian marine affairs,its management
concept and the conservation measures.
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ASCOPE

ASEAN Council on Pollution

ALAM

Maritime Acedemy of Malaysia

ASEAN

Associaton of Southeast Asian Nations

CLOS

Convention on the Law of the Sea

EEZ

Exclusive Economic Zone

EQA

Environmental Quality Act

FEFC

Far Eastern Freight Conference

GNP

Gross National Product

IMO

International Maritime Organisation

MAJUIKAN

Fisheries Development Authority of

Malay

sia
LNG

Liquified Natural Gas

MEPC

Marine Environment Protection Committee

MFBC

Malaysia Freight Booking Centre
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MSA

Merchant Shipping Act

MSO

Merchant Shipping Ordinance

MOT

Ministry of Transport

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

MISC

Malaysia International

Shipping

Corpora

tion
NEP

New Economic Policy

NMCC

National Maritime Coordination Centre

PETRONAS

National Oil Corporation

PNSL

Perbadanan Nasional Shipping Line

TSS

Traffic Seperation Scheme

UNEP

United Nation Environment Programme

UK

United Kingdom

VLCC

Very Large Crude Carrier
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MalaysiaCl) is a young medium-sized country (inde
pendent from Britain in 1957),covering an area of 332,952
sq.km.lt is situated in Southeast Asia,Peninsular Malay
sia being separated from East Malaysia by South China Sea
about 650 km apart.Peninsular Malaysia,protruding south
ward from the mainland Asia,bordered on the north by
Thailand,on the east by South China Sea,in the south by
the Strait of Johore,and on the west by the Straits of
Malacca and the Andaman Sea.Sarawak is situated on the
north west coast of Brunei.lt is bordered on the north by
Sabah,on the northeast by Indonesia,on the east and south
and the South China“Sea on the west.Sabah is situated on
the -northern end .of Borneo.To the north is the Balabac
Strait,northeast by the Sulu Sea,southeast the Celebes
Sea,to
the south is Indonesia,to the south westjt is Sara—
’
wak and to the west is the South China Sea.

|

Peninsular Malaysia covers an area of 131,870 sq.km
and has a coastline of about 2000 km. East Malaysia lies
on the northwest coast of Borneo Island and has a coast
line of more than 1500km.(see Annex 1).
The study of marine affairs in Malaysia is inte
resting because it is rather a new area of study with
conflicting demands on the use of the ocean.Current awa
reness on marine sector has increased significantly
arising from the fact that the ocean has become a source
1

of food and energy,as important transport
ment creation and recreation purposes.
Marine resources

exploration

and

means,employ

other

economic

activities comprises a large spectrum of independent
activities falling under the jurisdiction of various
agencies each with their own particular interest and
requirement.These interests,often conflict and there is
also a problem of overlapping jurisdiction.lt can gene
rally be grouped into various uses of the ocean i.e.
renewable resources;non-renewable resources;pollution;recreation etc.
In Malaysia the problem of overlapping jurisdiction
and conflicting demands is significant due to the fact
that there is an absence marine policy on the use of
the ocean and no single agency is responsible in the
area of the marine affairs.With the growing importance on
the use of the sea,the demand for meaningful and well
defined marine policy has become more urgent in Malaysia.
However,in order to formulate a national marine
policy,the country has to proceed by harmonizing and
coordinating all activities composing this sector.There
should be a links between shipping, energy development,
tourism, fishing and the conflicts that may arise from
these uses.There is also a need for the government to
place considerable importance in this sector.The shifting
of government priorities towards other sectors of the
economy may create further weaknesses in the overall
marine sector.

2

As the economic dependence on the ocean grew,the
policies towards ocean uses and exploitation of renewable
and non-renewable resources could be seen through the
sectoral development of the marine activities.Energy sec
tor recently gains economic priority and an energy policy
was adopted with regard to Malaysia's energy
utiliza
tion. Among the objectives of the policy are to reduce the
country's dependence on oil and develop other sources of
energy such as hydro and gasMalaysia's policy on fishery has been directed at
alleviating the poverty that exists among fishermen.
Efforts have been made to reduce the number of people
dependent on fish resources for their livelihood and to
ensure that for the remaining fishermen alternative sour
ces of employment are found. Malaysia is attempting to
promote commercial exploitation of resources in the full
200 miles economic zone. This is due to the fact that
serious over fishing has taken place within 12 miles
limit where resources has traditionally been plentiful. A
major element of Malaysia's plans to take advantage of
the fisheries resources in the 200 miles zone is the
improvement of its enforcement capacity to reduce foreign
fishing in the area.
Shipping, another important use of the sea has been
proclaimed to play a vital role and the country hopes to
achieve the status of a "maritime nation" in the future.
The term towards "maritime nation" then became a policy
objective which until now is not defined nor an agency
has been appointed to carry the task. The focus has been
more on port and fleet modernizations with ill defined
long term objectives.

The most important event in Malaysian
marine
affairs were marked by the evolution of the 1982 United
Nation C onvention on the- Law of the Sea, which has been
hailed as a comprehensive legal instrument which seeks to
regulate almost every aspect of human activities with
regard to the ocean. The basic aim of this convention is
spelt out to establish a legal order for the seas and
oceans, the equitable and efficient utilization of their
resources, the conservation of their living resources,
and the study, protection and preservation of the marine
environment.
Although Malaysia is not yet party to this conven
tion, however took an active interest in its development.
Thus in shaping up the national marine policy, the Law of
the Sea Convention was taken into consideration.Subse
quently the sectoral development of the marine resources
and uses of the ocean emerged in conjunction with this
convention. Malaysia proclaimed its EEZ in 1980.
The aims of this study is to highlight major marine
developments in Malaysia. These developments will be
assessed with regard to their effects to various compo
nents of marine activities especially to living resour
ces, coastal communities etc. The study also attempts to
discuss various controversial issues in overall marine
developments such as outdated marine laws, overlapping
jurisdiction over marine resources, lack of marine exper
tise etc. This will include the discussion of a need to
have a proper approach to steer the existing problems
into a proper coordinated mechanism of controlling and
managing the marine activities and ocean uses.

A

The study will also discuss the inter-linkages and
conflicts in marine developments and suggest an integra
ted approach of exploiting marine resources while preser
ving the marine environment. This will be discussed
within the context of an integrated marine policy and
proper marine authority which could exercise the overall
approach of marine resource development. The study has
been carried out in a general manner by taking into
account major marine developments in the world, the
inter-linkages and conflicts which exist in the marine
environment.
Chapter II and III of this study would review the
country's general policies on major marine sectoral acti
vities . Chapter IV examines the environmental issues and
chapter V assessed various aspects of inter-linkages ,
conflicts and defeciencies of the marine sector.
Chapter VI examines the evolution of the Law of the
Sea Convention and its implication to Malaysia. In this
chapter the problem of resources exploitation, resource
management programmes, boundary disputes and EEZ juris
dictional issues will be discussed.
The statement of method toward the maximum utiliza
tion of ocean wealth within which national jurisdiction
is discussed in chapter VII. This chapter deals with
various aspect of ocean management, integrated maritime
policy and the process of shaping Malaysian marine poli
cy. Chapter VIII would discuss about the newly estab
lished National Maritime Council, giving suggestions as
regard to its priorities, task and composition. Chapter
IX is the summary and conclusion.
9
5

notes
1.Formerly known as Malaya before independent in 1957.On
1st of August 1962,Britain and Malaya agreed in princi
pal on the formation of new state of Malaysia-a politi
cal merger of Singapore and the British Borneo Territo
ries (Sarawak,Brunei and North Borneo) with Federation..
On 1st of September 1962,by 70X plurality,Singapore
voted in a referendum for incorporation in the proposed
Malaysia,but an abortive revolt staged by Brunei's
ultranationalist,Brunei's People Party in Dec.1962 eli
minated the proposed merger.On 16th. Sept.1963,the Fede
ration of Malaya,Singapore and the newly independent
British colonies of Sabah and Sarawak merged to form
Malaysia.Singapore seceded from Malaysia and established
an independent republic on 7th of August 1965.
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2.1.Introduction
The development and formulation of marine policies
in Malaysia came about from expansion of various activi
ties in the marine sector.These development have a direct
function with exploration,exploitation avid management
of the natural resources of the sea.The main economic
activities are the energy sector,fishing and the tourist
industry.Port and shipping are also important areas and
will be discussed in latter chapters.In overall planning
of the country ,all these sectors have been treated sepa
rately with independent policies running parallel to each
other.
In the discussion of marine affairs in Malaysia,it
is important to note that under the Federal System of
Government,the States in the country,has some jurisdic
tion in coastal areas.This matter should be taken into
account in plavnning of maritime activities of the coun
try .
7

2.2.Economic Contribution of the Marine Sector

The Marine sector contributes 15.2% of Malaysian
GNP.It is by comparison the highest in the ASEAN region.
See exhibit I,the biggest revenue generator is from offshore/hydrocarbon.
Exhibit I

Summary of Estimated Direct Economic Contributions of Quantifiable Marine Uses in ASEAN*-* '
Ocean Uses
ASEAN
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
OfiTshore petroleum
Value of production'
—
.
6.8
4.1
2.6
0.1
minimal
Percent of G N P
3.7
5.7
10.8
0.36
—
Offshore Tin
Value of production'
0.065
NA*
NA
0.065
—
Percent of G N P
0.16
NA
NA
016
Marine fishing
Value of production'
3.2
1.0
0.6
1.1
Nil
0.4
Percent of G N P
1.7
1.4
, 2.7
3.2
1.1
Value of exports'
0.923
0.226
0.135
0.138
0.070
0.354
Percent of total exports
1.4
1.0
1.1
3.0
0.3
5.3
Shipping
Estimated income'
5.6
2.0
0.4^
0.286
2.9
Percent of G NP
3.0
3.0
1.7
0.8
12.7
Total
Value'
15.5
7.1
3.6
1.6
2.9
0.4
Percent of G NP
8.7*
10.1
15.2
4.4
12.7
1.2
* Estimates as of 1980-81; except Thailand’s tin production, which is for 1982.
' This is a rough first approximation and does not consider costs o f production.
* Billions of U.S. dollars.
' N ot available.
^ Direct earnings only; other figures include both direct and indirect earnings.*
* Total G N P of ASEAN in 1980 was USS18S.S billion.

Source:Valencia and Marsh»Marine Resource
nomics,Vol.3,No .1,1986,pp.7

8

Eco-

2.3.Energy Sector(l)

Petroleum<2) emerged as an important source of com
mercial energy and economic dependence in Malaysia as
early as 1913.The first oil was discovered on land in
Miri, Sarawak and this led to the building up of Malay
sians first oil refinery by Shell in Miri in 1917(3).This
also led to the building and development of petroleum
logistic and distribution facilities.Today oil explora
tion is being conducted along the coasts of Sabah and off
Trengganu on the east coast of Peninsular Malaysia.
Beside the oil refinery in Miri,there are other
refineries in Malaysia,a 90,ODD b/d refinery of Shell
Refining Co.Bhd. in Port Dickson,the 42,000 b/d refinery
owned by ESSO Malaysia Bhd.(also in Port Dickson) and the
30.000 b/d refinery owned by the National Oil Corporation
(PETRONAS) in Kertih,Trengganu.
Oil began to play progressive role in the Malaysian
energy supply scene when it displaced coal a long time
ago.Oil demand expanded at an average annual rate of 11%
in the 1960s and 9% in the 1970s reaching 163,000 b/d oil
equivalent in 1960.By 1983,Malaysia consumed approximate
ly 198,000 b/d of petroleum product.
In 1981,Malaysia produced 285,000 b/d of high qua
lity crude oil.In 1983 crude oil production has reached
365.000 b/d.It has been reported that in 1985 crude oil
production has reached 440,000 b/d(4).During the next 4
years,the National Oil Corporation expects to award con
tracts to drill between 15—20 wildcat wells and 10
appraisal wells.This will result in 25-30%
exploration

of

wells

being
9

drilled

expansion

in

annually up until

1990.In 1986 a total of 23 explorations of wells were
drilled,two less than the previous year.PETRONAS has a
production sharing with 4 contactors namely;
i. EPMl;
ii. Sarawak SHELL;
iii. Sabah SHELL Petroleum Co.;and
iv. Elf Equitaine.
Since January 1986,the contractors and PETRONAS
Carigalitthe production arm of PETRONAS) discovered oil
reserves totalling 4.2 bn.barrels of oil and 55.1 tril
lion cubic ft. of gas.Gas reserves at the beginning of
last year totalled about 3 mil. barrels,53 trillion cu.
ft. of gas and 70 trillion cu.ft. of associated gas.Ma
laysian oil reserves are expected to last about 15 years
at the official production rate of about 480,000 b/d,
which recent years has been fluctuating in relation to
movement in oil prices<5).
Natural gas production is another important project
which has already developed in Malaysia.Central Luconia
area,about 100 miles off the coast of Bintulu,Sarawak has
been utilized.Currently two projects are being developed.
The first is the liquid natural gas plant.The plant will
consume on plateau about 975 millions cubic feet of gas
per day.The plant also will produce six million tons of
LNG per year.The LNG plant is owned by Malaysia's LNG
Sdn.Bhd. whose shareholders are 65X PETRONAS,!7.5X by
Shell Gas B.V. and 17% by Mitsubishi of Japan.The total
investment in this gas project is in excess of US$3 bil10

lion.This investment includes the five LNG carriers which
is owned by MISC.Each carrier is capable of carrying
approximately 130,000 cubic metres of LNG.A gas reserves
totalling 55.1 trillion cu.ft. has been discovered in
Malaysia.Associated and non-associated gas is expected to
last about 78 years at a production rate of 1.5 mil.cu.
ft. a day(6).
The natural gas from Central Luconia area will also
supply gas to ASEAN Bintulu fertilizer plant built in
Bintulu.lt consumed approximately 50 mmcfd of natural gas
per day.A gas project is also being developed in the Sta
te of Sabah.The Sabah Energy Corporation built three pro
jects which consumed associate gas from the field off
shore Sabah.These projects are the methanol plant which
will produce about 2,000 tonnes of methanol per day,a
sponge iron plant which will produced approximately 7,000
tonnes of sponge iron per day and a 450 MW power
plant.All the projects are situated in Labuan,Sabah.
The National Oil

Corporation

(PETRONASl

is

also

developing a natural gas project in Peninsular Malaysia,
The first phase of the project is to pipe gas from the
fields off the east coast of Peninsular Malaysia to
Trengganu.Oil producing fields in Malaysia are located
offshore.The fields are shown in Exhibit II.
It is evident that there is considerable scope for
the development of various related offshore activities.
Several massive projects have been identified,the princi
pal being the Malaysian $1 billion Peninsular Gas Uti
lization Project (phase 2) which was awarded to a con
tractor, Novocorp. Other projects include the development
of 4 oil fields in the Balingan province in East Malaysia
11

by Sarawak SHELL at an estimated cost in excess of M$1
bn.EPMI will meanwhile develop the Seligi fields offshore
Peninsular Malaysia.The first platform is expected to
cost about M$4S0 mil.A total of 7 or S platforms are
expected to be involved.

Exhibit IICa):Oil and Gas Fields in Malaysia
(Sabah and Sarawak)

12

Exhibit IICb);Oil and Gas Fields
in Peninsular Malaysia

PETRONAS Carigali and EPMI

plan

to

develop

Dulang

Fields off the west coast of Peninsular Malaysia on a
unitised basis.The project is expected to cost about
M$1bn.However,the movement of oil prices will no doubt
affect various development plans which have been drawn
up.Malaysia which is dependent on a quarter of its fede
ral revenue on oil and gas production has been affected
13

by the declined in oil prices.The country,which is not an
OPEC member,and had set a production limit of 480,000 b/d
before the price collapse,pumped in excess of 580,000 b/d
to offset the reduced earnings.Recently,however,in a show
of solidarity with OPEC members,Malaysia offered to redu
ce by about 50,000 b/d<7).
Legislation on minerals and petroleum in Malaysia
is not covered by one single Code.It is covered by a num
bers of Laws,Enactments,Ordinances,Acts,Rules and Regula
tion. In addition to the existing legislative framework,there is a number of government policies which do not
have a force of law but are nevertheless observed.The
Federal Government has powers to legislate in respect of
oil and the development of mineral resources,including
coal,the sale and export of these minerals,petroleum pro
ducts and regulations pertaining to the safety of oil
fields.
Because of the division of powers between the Fede
ral and the States,legislation relating to the minerals
and petroleum will not be just a simple matter of States
or Federal Laws,but rather a hybrid.The combination of
both Federal and State elements can be further explained
by the fact that most of of the legislation was enacted
before the Second World War,at that time Malaysia was not
an independent nation and did not have a Constitution
with strict division of powers<8).
In Malaysia it is clear that minerals found on land
and in submarine areas beneath the territorial waters are
the property of state concerned and that only the states
have the power of their exploitation.This power was
14

declared in the National Land Code 1965.Under this Code,
three miles is still the limit of territorial waters
eventhoLigh these were extended to twelve miles by Emer
gency Ordinance 1969.In this respect the Ordinance as
regard to Federal laws are extended to twelve miles,
whereas territorial waters as regard to State Laws are
three miles.

ges

The Government of Malaysia recognized the advanta
of exploiting the Continental Shelf of Malaysia,with

the availability of advanced science and technology
in 1966 has passed three Acts as follows;

and

i. The Continental Shelf Act 1966;
ii. The Petroleum Mining Act 1966;and
iii. The Petroleum Income Tax 1967.
These three Acts embodied the petroleum mining
policy in the most comprehensive terms up to 1974.In 1974
The Parliament of Malaysia passed the Petroleum Develop
ment Act which came into effect on 1st of Oct.1974.Within
the passing of the Act the Government incorporated a com
pany ,Petroleum Nasional Berhad (PETRONAS) under Companies
Act 1965,vesting in it the entire rights and ownership of
petroleum industry<9).PETRONAS then became the National
Oil Corporation of Malaysia.The most significant impact
of this Act is that it passes the rights,powers,liberties
and privilieges of the country in the exploration and
exploitation of petroleum to PETRONAS.The Act opened the
new era in petroleum and gas exploration and production
in Malaysia where PETRONAS became the authority whose
approval was necessary for all exploration and production
15

activities in Malaysia.Other policies relating to produc
tion and depletion has also been drawn up to ensure that
the country develops with least possible constraints of
growing energy crisis.With the spirit of NEP(ID),the law
may be further tightened in response to frequent calls by
locals to be given a bigger role in the development of
offshore oil and gas industries.
2.4.Fisheries
The value of fisheries to Malaysian economy lies in
fish as a source of protein,foreign exchange and employ
ment.Per capita consumption is around 25 kg.,which supp
lies as much as 2/3 of the animal protein intake for the
population.The high dependence on fish as food is explai
ned by its low price relative to other animal sources and
its acceptibi1ity by all ethnic groups in the country.
The Malaysian fisheries is at the crossroads of
development in light of the adoption of new fisheries
policy contained in the national agricultural policy.The
general policy outline for the development of the fishe
ries sector is spelled out as follows;
"Fish is another important source of protein and
the country's fish requirement will be met through
the use of modern methods to fully exploit the
fishery resources.Offshore fish.ing will be stepped
up through the utilization of both local and
foreign expertise and the setting up of adequate
fishing fleets"
"Aquaculture will be developed to augment the local
supply of fish.In addition,this industry offers
16

great potentials as an export earner.In view of
this the development of the industry will be encou
raged"
Basically,the government policy on fisheries
lopment is comprised of two important elements:

deve

i. to manage and regulate the exploitation of fishe
ries resources with the view to realizing the opti
mum production of fish and fish
the country's food demand;and

products

ii.to increase the productivity
fishermen and fish farmers.

and

to

income

meet

of

The government has embarked on a radical move to
revitalise the fisheries industry and to restructure the
sector from one which is dependent on subsidy,to one
which is commercially oriented.
Malaysia has a negative balance of trade in fishe
ries in terms of volumes but is a net exporter in term of
value <US$170 Mil.) due to the exports of high-value spe
cies particularly shrimps.More than 110,ODQ persons were
engaged in fishing industries'* in Malaysia in 1980,repre
senting around 2.3% of the labour force<11).Some 75% of
the fishermen operate on or from Peninsular Malaysia,whi
le 15% are in Sabah and 10% in Sarawak.Aquaculture emp
loys less than 10% of the labour force.Fishing contribu
tes 2-2.5% in 1970 to the QNP of the country.
With the modernization of fishing facilities and
techniques,marine fish landings in Malaysia in 1984 has
increased to 725,700 tonnes as compared to 719,640 in
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1963.The marginal increase in a long period of time is
due to the depletion of fish resources as a result of
over exploitation within the twelve miles coastal limit
and particularly in the Strait of Malacca.
As the overfishing has taken place within the twel
ve miles,the government is attempting to promote commer
cial exploitation of resources in the full 200 miles Eco
nomic Zone.This is consistent with the companion objecti
ve of increasing fish production,given the state of the
resource in traditionally fished marine waters (12).The
Government has been encouraging deep sea fishing in a bid
to slash the import bill of $337 million annually for
237,000 tonnes of fish and fish product. Furthermore,it
hopes to curb overfishing in inshore and offshore areas,
which at present provide a 600,000 tonnes catch annually
worth $1,400 mil lion.The Department of Fisheries indicate
that the deepsea fishing industry's is enormous. 350,000
tonnes of sea harvest are available annually(13).
The promotion of exploiting in the non-traditionally fishing waters,the EEZ,means Malaysia has to proceed
with better equipped fishing apparatus.The promotion thus
reflected in the EEZ Act 1984 which may generally be
described as a composite legislation which incorporates
several concepts pertaining to fishery(14).This Act also
reflects the aims of the government to manage and conser
ve this resource.
The fisheries in the EEZ Act of 1984 has been regu
lated by the Fisheries Act 1985.Under this Act,several
legislation will be introduced to regulate various aspect
of fishing activities.These includes the following;
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i. condition to be observed by local fishing vessels
within Malaysian waters;
ii. 1imitations on the quantity,size and
fish caught and retained or traded;

weight

of

iii. method of fishing;
iv. col lection of statistics and the supply of
information as may be required;

such

v. the 1icensing,regulation and management of a par
ticular fishery;and
vi. to improve the collection of statistics and to
require any person engaged in fishing,marketing,
processing or aquaculture to supply
tion as may be required.

such

informa

The large scale fishing (trawling) had begun in
Malaysia in 1965,and by 1977 Malaysia had 4,720 licensed
trawlers which were to confine their activities to the
sea outside the 12 miles limit but infact did not;using a
mesh of 25 mm and not 37.5 mm which would prevent the
depletion of fish resources,they have seriously endange
red the livelihood of small scale fishermen,and catches
have been declining(15).
->3
In the year 1986-87,the Department of Fisheries
have approved 212 trawling and 55 purse seine licences.Of
these,43 are operational and as for the rest,their boats
are under construction and should be ready at the end of
this year.More that 100 other licences are also being
processed by that department.A total of 646 licences will
19

initially be issued for the deep sea fishing.Of these
fishermen in the east coast of Peninsular will be given
196 permits,westcoast fishermen 50,Sarawak fishermen 350
and Sabah 50.These fleet will create jobs for at least
6,500 fishermen,as a deep sea fishing trawler requires a
10 men crew on the average,while a purse seiner needs,
about 20 menC16).

of

The two government institutions,the
Department
Fisheries and MAJUIKAN are the responsible bodies to

look after fisheries matters in the country. The Lembaga
Kemajuan Ikan Malaysia Act,1971 has instituted the Fishe
ries Development Authority of Malaysia (MAJUIKAN) as pub
lic commercial fisheries corporation responsible to the
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. The Authority is
responsible for;
i. promoting and developing efficient and
management of fisheries enterprises;

effective

ii. promoting efficient marketing of fish;
iii. providing and supervising credit facilities for
fish production and ensuring the maximum use of
these facilities;
iv. engaging in commecial fisheries enterprises;and
v. stimulting the establishment
fisheries related industries.

and

expansion

of

MAJUIKAN also,in addition to those above,is saddled
with socio-economic responsibilities of uplifting the
economic status and social condition of the fishermen;
20

increasing fish production;generating employment opportu
nities; and reducing economic imbalance among fishermen.
However these attempts has failed in certain project
which were carried out by MAJUIKAN and there is very
little evidence of profitable performance by this fully
state controlled agency.The failure mostly was affected
by the relatively high cost of operation in the MAJUIKAN
trawlers project and poor
itself (17).

management

of

the

Authority

The Department of Fisheries is responsible for
following functios;

the

i. training of fishermen;
ii. provision of extension services for the
communities;

fishing

iii. research activities;and
iv. management of fisheries resources through licen
sing and enforcement.
Beside
Agricultural
ries sector.

these two institutional arrangements,the
Bank of Malaysia provides credit for fishe

Effort to develop deep sea fishing were discussed
as far back as 1978 when the National Action Council was
set up to study and recommend national policies and
effective ways to promote the nation's deep sea resour
ces. Among the recommeded items were as follows:
i.research

to

be

done
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on

the

qualities

and

distribution of deep sea marine resource;
ii. efficiency studies to be carried out;
iii. technology and equipments to be upgraded;
iv. systematic training to be carried out;
V.proper infrastructure,for

eg.landing

sites

and

freezer rooms to be provided;and
vi.credit and tax incentives.
The fisheries training institute was set up 15
years ago in Penang as a follow up action from those
recommendation.The Fisheries Department is also negotia
ting with Thai land,-to have joint deepsea ventures in
order to bring in proven expertise and transfer of
technology.The harbour and landing facilities at fishing
complexes in
Chendering,Trengganu;Batu
Maung,Penang;
Sedili,Johore;and Tumpat,Kelantan are being expanded and
modernized.The Fisheries Department is also consulting
the Ministry of Transport to utilize commercial ports of
Tanjung Berhala in Trengganu,Pasir Gudang in Johore and
Labuan Port for the same purpose.
2.4.Conclusion
Fisheries industry,is comparatively,a poor sector
of Malaysian economy where poverty exist among its
fishermen.As this resource is important to raise the
income and the standard of living among the fishermen,the
management of this resource is necessary.The enforcement
of laws therefore should cover every zone that has been

established. Compared to energy sector,fisheries activity
comprised of entrepreneours and small scale fishermen and
thus demands greater government attention.
The depletion of

resources

in

the

traditionally

fishing grounds has encouraged the deep fishing but
whatever plan it make for this sector,the small fishermen
would not gain much since this will demand more capital,
technology etc.In addition to that,the illegal fishing
from the neighbouring country is reported fishing in
Malaysian waters and piracy still exist.
The enforcement of fisheries law should be streng
then to safeguard the conservation of the resource
especially within the 200nm.of the EEZ of fisheries
zone.This step would encourage active participant of
small scale fishermen.NMCC which is given the task to
carry
out
surveillance and control of the waters
should be given wider role in implementing the marine
laws in Malaysian waters.However,The internal constraints
within the agencies in chc<rge with fisheries were blamed
to result in the slow growth and failures of certain pro
ject in this sector.
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3.1.Introduction

The development of the maritime sector specifica
lly on shipping was officially enunciated in the Third
Malaysian Plan 1976-1980,where the notion of maritime
nation became the policy objective.This was brought about
by increased attention to the international evolution of
shipping,the increased awareness of the conference system
<1),particularly to the Code of Conduct for Liner Confe
rences, the growing concern for the need to arrest the
huge outflow of foreign exchange in the form of freight
and insurance payment abroads,and of policies adopted by
other countries.
However the shipping policy for Malaysia is not
defined nor an agency is established to carry that task.
The establishment of the Maritime Division in the Minis
try of Transport in 1982 should be seen as an indication
of serious awareness of the need to devote concentrated
attention to maritime matters.However this establishment
should be seen as an initial measure,which,with the
passage of time should be expected to grow in stature and
taken on added
responsibilities
and
functions.The
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Ministry of Transport has chosen to define
shipping policy as to develop;

the

national

i. an efficient well diversified and modern merchant
fleet;
ii. an efficient and economically
ding and repairing industry;and
iii. ski lied and proffesional

viable

manpower

to

shipbuil

operate

all aspect of the industry3.2.Rationale For Fleet Development
The prime rationale for the government interest in
shipping has developed from Malaysia's balance of payment
difficulties.Loss of freight and insurance costs are of
the largest contributors to Malaysia's current service
account deficit;this foreign exchange loss is frequently
cited as the rationale for Malaysia's efforts to develop
its own fleet,the MISC in 1968.
The outflow of freight and insurance have been due
to its almost total reliance on foreign shipping for its
trade;a huge demand ironically created because of vigo
rous export-led growth.Freight and insurance has always
been the second largest items in the services account
both in terms of gross and net payment after investment
income outflow.Freight and insurance comprised between
25-35% of the services account deficit in the 70s and
early 80s.Although this has been moved down to 16.3% in
1985,totalling $654 Million,the problem still remains.An
effort to push exports of resource based industries could
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actually attract higher freight
accounted for by raw materials.

rates

than

has

been

There are several issues attributable to the estab
lishment of national merchant fleet in Malaysia. Among
the most important are as follows;
i.Role Of The Conference System
The conference

line

expecially

the

Far

Eastern

Freight Conference <FEFC) have a virtual monopoly
of the European trade route and delivered Malaysian
product at the door step of foreign consumers.The
nature of service and its monopolistic status,as a
matter of fact,failed to explore all avenues and
examine the possiblities for introducing alterna
tive, more suitable,effecient and less costly system
for Malaysia's primary product.Malaysia's shippers
complained that they are facing high freight rates.
The government and Malaysian shippers were
unable to take step during the earlier post inde
pendence day to regulate or control the influence
of the conference system.Malaysia did not then have
much of a bargaining power,either through the pos
sesion of large quantity of cargo and/or adequate
and efficient fleet.In 1970 a very significant
percentage of Malaysia-European trade was monopo
lised by the FEFC.With the view to minimise cartel
influence of the conference,Malaysia established
its national fleet.
S
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ii.Malaysia-Singapore Separation In 1965
After Singapore's separation from Malaysia in 1965,
Malaysia's took measures to improveher shipping
industry.The three-fold reaction began as follows;
i. it attempted to build up its own national

fleet;

ii. develop port infrastructure that could break the
reliance on Singapore as the transhipment
center;and
iii. it supported these moves by enacting a cabotage
policy on domestic Malaysian routes.
3.3.Mechanism For Supporting Fleet Development
Eventhough Malaysia does not have a systematic
shipping policy,the existing feature of shipping acti
vities proves the keenness of Malaysian government to
provide an ample condition and to encourage local par
ticipation in shipping.A wide range of shipping policies
covered many facets of shipping activities in Malaysia.The encouragement of shipping growth in Malaysia could be
seen from several initiatives and incentives as follows;
i.Cargo Reservation
The government's cargoes are required to use the
vessels of MISC and PNSL.A waiver may be granted if
those vessels are unavailable or if the cargo move
from ports where none of the services offered by.
both lines.Malaysia has adopted the UNCTAD Code of
Conduct For Liner Conference but has not formalised
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the means by which the allocation of non-government
cargoes is to take place.
ii. Financial Incentives
The 1982 Budget improved the tax benefits for
Malaysian shipowners,and was specifically directed
towards promoting fleet expansion by the private
sector.The shipping companies do not have to pay
corporate tax for incomes derived from shipping
business and similarly any dividen paid,credited or
distributed in a foundation period is also tax
exempted after the approval of Budget 1984.In 1982
the companies has recieved 50% tax exemption if
profit,after
the
declaration of dividends is
credited towards a fleet acquisition reserve,and
75% of that reserve is used for ship acquisition.
The 1984 Budget thus gave more incentives for the
Malaysian to participate in shipping business.The
5% government surtax is alsq excluded from duties
on imported ships and tax is also exempted on those
ships greater than 26 dwt.Further to encourage
‘local participation of Malaysian in manning Malay
sian vessels,income tax is exempted.
iii. Cabotage Policy
The historic formation of Malaysia in 1963 could be
considered as the turning point for domestic ship
ping in the country.With the integration of Penin
sular Malaysia,Sabah and Sarawak which is seperated
640km apart,maritime transport took precedence in
facilitating
intra-regional
trade between the
Peninsular and East Malaysia.
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The Cabotage Policy was implemented on the 1st
of Jan.1980.From this date ships more than 15 NRT
engaged in carrying cargo and passengers between
two ports in Malaysia should possess a valid
domestic license issued by the Domestic Shipping
and Licensing Board CDSLB).The aims of this Board
within
the context of Cabotage Policy is to
eliminate foreign registered vessels servicing in
Malaysian national trade.In 1984,it also covered
the activities of offshore supply vessels.
However,the Cabotage Policy allows the gran
ting of waiver if Malaysian vessels are not avai
lable to carry the cargo,with the intention that
the waiver will eventually be phased out.In 1981
from 351 ships registered,178 or 51% are foreign
registered.In 1982 the licenses issued to foreign
registered vessels were reduced to 30%.In 1983,only
120 out of 451 were issued to foreign registered
vessels which comprised to only 26.6%,whilst in
1984,only 13.2% out of 438 ships were issued to
foreign registered vessels<2!).
IV.Provision Of Labour
Malaysian shipping industry is confronted with
the lack of manpower.Most of the vessels are manned
by foreign personnel.The government is
giving
priority to the development of national training
centres.The two training centres in Malaysia are
the Maritime Academy of Malaysia (ALAM)<3),which
trains general purpose and catering ratings,radio
officers and pre-sea deck cadets and the second
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institution the Politeknik Ungku Omar at Ipoh which
offers marine engineering diploma.
3.4. Fleet Development
The Malaysian registry (which is a close register)
has shown steady growth.Eventhough Malaysia does not have
a shipping policy,it may not hamper development,but it
has certainly brought about an uncoordinated approach in
shipping activities.
Those incentives mentioned above are part of the
government policy to encourage the growth of the national
shipjping industry.lt appears that the incentives are
generous and since then the fleet has grown from little
over 6DD,000 GRT since 1981 to 2.4 million GRT in 1986.
Theoritically the increased of tonnage at least would
have produced a capability to lift 20 million tonnes or
about 70% of Malaysian seaborne cargo.However,this is not
the case and foreign shipping still
foreign shipping services.

being

dominated

by

The growth of more than 400% in the merchant fleet
was due largely to the expansion of MISC,expecially its
five LNG tankers totalling 360,000 TDW and the formation
of- PNSL with the fleet strength of 270,000 TDW.Coastal
tonnage also grew significantly from 150,000 to 450,000
TDW between 1981-1985,but was mainly in the category of
ferry,barges,tugs,supply boats and tankers.
3.5. Role Of MISC As An Instrument Of Policy
The establishment of MISC in 1968,aims at minimi
zing the cartel influence of the conference.lt was in the

hope that an increase in the number of Malaysian ships
servicing the Malaysian/European routes may achieve eco
nomies of scale.lt was also hoped that such an establi
shment would,over a period of years,help Malaysia to
develop her own corpus of entrepreneours and private
shipping enterprises,managers and other skilled personnel
capable of establishing a viable maritime industry.
The MISC growth from a single ship of 11,000 GRT in
1970 to more than a million GRT at the moment shows a
clear sign of national dependence on that company to play
a big role to implement the government shipping policy.
Thus,the shipping policy is much tied up with the expan
sion of MISC and its role to meet the government desire.
Therefore the existence of MISC is in the form of "mixed
marriage"where the government interest has to be served
and in other hand to meet the commercial challenge.
The obligation and participation of the

government

in
the expansion of the national fleet indirectly
hampered the development of the private participation.
Some of the coastal shipping failed to participate in the
carriage of cargo in domestic trades. The
problems of
overtonnage are seriously faced by the domestic shipping.
Recently MISC has faced serious crisis. This has
been due to the changing relationship with the government
whereby the country's largest shipowners and operator
does not always appear to have moved in the same direc
tion as the government would have wished.The divergence
was confirmed in March 1982 when the company's role was
called into question by the formation of the second
national line,PNSL.
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The establishment of MISC was initially guided by
the need to provide efficient seaborne transport for
various primary commodities vital to Malaysian economy in
term of foreign exchange earnings.The government desire,
however,was to establish a strong presence of Malaysian
flag vessels in the bulk export trades and also in the
liner services connecting Malaysia with its major trading
partners,was tempered by an increasing concern over the
volatility of commodity prices in world markets.This
concern meant that any support for the Malaysian shipping
industry,with MISC as the standard bearer,was effectively
overshadowed by government efforts to ensure the inter
national
price competitiveness of Malaysian product
including a need to secure low transport cost.Consequent
ly,low freight rates for Malaysian bulk exports such as
palm oil,tin,timber and rubber,acted as a disincentive
forcing
MISC to look elsewhere for more lucrative
earning.
The formation of the second national line apparent
ly to provide complementary shipping services under
Malaysian flag,but,more specifically to meet certain
national requirements which were believed not fulfilled
by MISC.The establishment of PNSL as a complement to MISC
has strengthen the argument that a national line should
play a vital role in serving the government in the pro
cess of reducing balance of payment difficulties.
Since the MISC,the biggest national line,is an
active cross trader,the movement of establishing a ship
pers' council or similar organization can control ship
ping arrangements or weild some influence over freight
rates,and thus match the strength of shipping conferen
ces.The

Malaysian

National
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Shipper's

Council

brings

together major commodities organizations to look into
shipping issues related principally to liner conferences.
However,in Malaysia,consultations are not mandatory since
there is currently no legislation to back the process of
consultation.As

a

result

conferences

has been able to

exert greater influence over shippers.
While the formation of shipper's council is to
strengthen the bargaining position of the major commodi
ties organization,the recent establishment of the Malay
sian Freight Booking Centre under the Ministry of Trade
grew out of the need to assist at the
best obtainable
freight.lt is hoped the MFBC will assist in eliminating
or at least minimising several shipping problems confron
ting Malaysian shippers as well as to promote a change in
the traditional practice of quoting of FOB or GIF terms.
3.6.Port Development
At the time of independence,there were
ports
in
Peninsular Malaysia,Port Penang

two
and

main
Port

Swettenham (Port Klang!) to cater for the external trade
Peninsular Malaysia.The external trade for north western
Peninsular was channeled through Penang while Port Klang
handled
most of the goods,traffic for west-central
Peninsular Malaysia.Apart from these two ports,a consi
derable
proportion of external trade was channeled
through Singapore.
After independence in 1957,particularly since the
seperation of Singapore from Malaysia in 1965,the Malay
sian Government has made massive investments to improve
the internal transport system,infrastructure facilities
and the construction of new port facilities to serve the
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expanding needs of commerce and industry in the
coun
try. Two new ports has been completed at the southern end
of the Peninsular at Pasir Gudang,and in the east coast,Port of Kuantan.The latest port was established in Bintu—
lu,Sarawak.(see Annex 2).
The cargo handled through Malaysian Ports has
increased from 23.6 mil.metric tons in 19S0 to A1.6 mil.metric tons in 1985.The handling of general cargo has
increased 5.7% annually,1iquid bulk 18.5%,containerised
cargo increased 14.9% and the bulk cago increased 24.3%.
The total capacity of the cargo handled by Malaysian
ports increased from 25.5 Mil.metric ton in 1980 to 56.5
mil. metric ton in 1985. Port development in Malaysia had
been characterized with great expansion of berthing capa
cities and the construction of new ports.Recently, howe
ver, the official policy has changed with the emphasis on
qualitative measures to improve port productivity which
is reflected in the current development plan (Fifth
Malaysian Plan 1985-1990) which has slashed funds avai
lable for port development from $577mil. to $154mil.
Privatisation(4) of port services and facilities is
one of the measures currently being pursued to improve
the competitiveness of the ports.The handing over of the
Port Klang Container Terminal to the private sector is
one of the major privatisation exercises carried out by
the Government.
The absence of a definitive policy on ports in
Malaysia has not only brought about considerable excess
capacities but a lack of competitiveness.An approach has
been made to ratify this problem with recent National
Ports Study taken by the government and the World Bank.
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3.7.Conclusion

Shipping and ports have undergone a promising deve
lopment in the late 70's and in the 80's.However the lack
of shipping and port policy has brought about an uncoordiFiated approach in policy making towards shipping and
port competitiveness.Moreover,the problem of too many
government agencies involved in marine activities has to
be solved as soon as possible.This uncoordinated approach
with regard to shipping will in the long run creat
obstacles for the successful development of shipping and
ports in the country.
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Notes

1.Shipping Conference,thereby groups of lines opera
ting on routes with basic agreements to charge uni
form rates operating for more than a century.lt is
an unincorporated association of mutually competiti
ve liner operators,maintained for the controlling,
competition among members and strengthening the mem
bers, through the cooperative action in their compe
titive fight against non—members carriers.The liner
conference system which has existed since 1875
illustrated very clearly the power of traditional
shipowners.This monolithic structure of close door
monopolies had become widespread and dominated every
major
faced

trade route
difficulties

by 1960s.Developing countries
with respect to admission of

their national lines to conferences suffering the
consequences of this system of unilateral fixing of
freight rates,discriminatory practices,the stiffing
of competition by tying shippers to members of the
conference and the refusal of conferences to hold
consultations with shippers from developing coun
tries.This position has gradually changing after the
coming into force of the UN Code of Conduct for
Liner Conference in Oct.1983.See Singh N.,Achieve
ment of UNCTAD I and UNCTAD II in the Field of Ship
ping and Invisibles,S .Chand and Co.,New
Delhi,
1969.See also UNCTAD Report TD/B/C.4/62.
2. Ministry of Transport.
3. After the establishment of MISC,there was a need
for not only trained officers,but also a well trai
ned crew capable of operating the sophisticated
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ships of the fleet.The MISC promoted the setting up
of Malaysian Training and Education of Seamen (MA
TES) Foundation,with co-sponsorship by the Interna
tional Maritime Carrier CMalaysia)Bhd. and the KuokFoundation,with representative from the then Minis
try of Communication.The Foundation then undertook
the construction of the Maritime Training Centre
CMTC) in Malacca.The MTC commenced its training in
June 1977.
By giving priority to the

expansion

of

Malay

sia's merchant fleet,and giving due importance to
maritime training,the government decided to play a
more active role in developing the MTC and on 15th
August 1981,MTC was upgraded to become the Maritime
Academy of Malaysia (ALAM) under the MATES Founda
tion. ALAM is now capable of producing locally trai
ned officers and crew.
ALAM is controlled by a mixture of 50% Govern
ment's fund and another 50% by private sector.The
sketch below explains the position of inter-rela
tionship with regard to the development of ALAM;

Foundation
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With regard to manpower policy for maritime sec
tor,Malaysia does no has one.This situation is
almost similar in most of developing countries whe
re coherent manpower planning still in developing
stage or do not exist at all.For further explaination,see Training for Industrial Development;How
Government Can Help,International Labour
Review, Vol.125,No.5,Sept.-Oct.1986.
4.Privatisation,the vogue of the economic philoso
phy of the 80's is advancing in Malaysia.The
Government's Economic Planning Unit's guidelines on
privatization expound the philosophy;"it is aimed
at relieving financial and administrative burdens
in undertaking and maintaining the vast and con
stantly expanding network of services and inve
stments. It is expected to promote competition,im
prove efficiency and Increase productivity.By sti
mulating private entrepreneurship and investment,it
is expected to accelerate the growth of the econo
my. It is also expected to assist in reducing the
size and presence of the public sector with its
monopolistic tendencies and bureaucratic support.This is aimed at contributing towards meeting
Malaysia's
National Economic Policy Plan.As a
result of this philosophy a few government control
led services has been privatised,including the pri
vatisation of the container terminal of Port Klang.
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4.1.Sources Of Marine Pollution
Sources of marine pollutionsCl) in Malaysian waters
originates from land-based industries and the rapid deve
lopment of the marine sector.Land-based sources of pol
lution includes the discharge of petroleum related pro
ducts such as lubricating oils into the sea;the direct
discharge of untreated municipal and industrial wastes
containing many refined and partly weathered oils through
sewers and rivers;and effluents generated from production
and processing of oil.
Marine oil pollution are also attributed to the
increased offshore oil production and the transport of
crude oil to refineries or exporting terminals.Shipping
generated

pollution

accounts

marine pollution.
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for

about lOX of overall

The impact of oil pollution on the Malaysian envi
ronment is felt mostly in the estuarine and inshore coa
stal areas of the Strait of Malacca where the sea is nar
row and recieves several rivers as well as the oil from
accidents and discharge from tanker traffic.From 1975
through early 1980,10 major incidents involving ship col
lision,grounding ,or accidental discharge
occured
in
Malaysian waters.In 1975 the Showa Maru went aground in
the Singapore Strait,releasing 4000 tons of Kuwait crude
oil which drifted into the coastal waters of Malaysia,In
donesia and Singapore.Hundreds of hectares of mangrove in
the area reportedly died out,and a team sent to examine
the situation years later reported that the affected
mangroves had not begun to regenerate.
In 1976 the Diago Silang collided with another ship
in the Malacca Strait,releasing 5,500 tons of Kuwait
crude,and in 1979 the M.V.Fortuna was involved in a
collision in the South China Sea which spilled 10,000
tons of oil.The safety record for offshore drilling in
Malaysian waters is relatively good,with only a few inci
dents of gas blowouts.However,one serious offshore well
blowout did occur in Brunei,and the resulting slick
affected Malaysian waters.Sti11,a recent survey by the
Malaysian Division of Environment of beaches on the east
coast of West Malaysia demonstrated that over 57X of the
beaches surveyed carried tar residues.One beach had a tardensity of 8.5 ml/m2,compared with an average 5.7 ml/m2
on Malacca beaches.<2)
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4.2.The Environmental Policy

After independence in 19B7, Malaysia did not opt
for rapid industrialization as a growth strategy,but
concentrated on agriculture development.The process of
industrialization as a growth strategy began in the late
196Q's and the need for control measures against industral pollution,partly from agro-based industries,was not
felt until the early 1970's.Hence the evolution of legis
lation for direct control of pollution is very recent in
Malaysia.
Malaysia's overall environmental policy takes

into

account the following factorsCS);
1. the impact of population growth,man's activities
and industrialization on the environment;
2. the critical importance of maintaining the quali
ty of the environment relative to the needs of
the population,particularly in regard to the pro
ductive capacity of the country's land resources
in agriculture,forestry,fisheries and water;
3. the need to maintain a
human habitation;

healthy

environment

for

4. the need to preserve the country's unique and
diverse natural heritage,all of which contribute
to the quality of life;and
5. the interdependence of social,cultural,economic,biological and physical
the ecology of man.
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factors

in

determining

In light of these factors,the responsibilities
environmental management fall under four basic task;
1. environmental assessment which
ring ,research and review;

includes

for

monito

2. planning;
3. controlling;and
4. decision making in such areas as resource alloca
tion, land use,economic and industrial and plan
ning .
These elements underpin and reinforce each other in
the strategy of the environment in terms of the overall
structure,content and trust of the environment programme.
The first and essential task is environmental assessment
which seeks to examine,assess and evaluate the environ
mental conditions prevailing in
various
localities
through the air and water quality monitoring programme,
baseline studies and source emission inventory survey
which are being currently undertaken by the Environment
Division of the Ministry of Science,Technology and Envi
ronment .
Malaysia is located in a region of intense oil
exploration and development activities and lies across
the main oil transport route between the oil exporting
countries in West Asia and the oil importing countries
such as Japan in East Asia.The increased role of the
Strait of Malacca as an important international shipping
passage has brought about an increased public awareness
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of the need to safeguard the Malaysian coast from pollu
tion generated from ships.The Showa Maru and the Diego
Silang incidents has aroused not only the environmenta
list, fishing community,tourism industry,but also the
public concern over basic requirement to safeguard coa
stal areas.The Malacca Strait are said to have a traffic
of 37,000 ships per year,that means an average of 100
ships per day.It has been reported that, considering the
size of the Malacca Strait,the strait has the largest
density of the very large crude carrier traffic compared
to any other place in the world.One single VLCC of
200.000 tons or more having an accident in the Malacca
Strait is sufficient to destroy the entire ecosystem and
the resources that it presently sustain.
The shallow water of the strait also contributes to
the generation of oil pollution from ships.This is becau
se the tankers when entering the strait,have to reduce
their draft by discharging ballast water. It is no doubt
that the greatest of tanker oil pollution is the dischar
ge of tank washing.Between .35 and .50% of a tanker's
cargo settles out during long sea voyages and unscrupu
lous operators discharge this into the sea.Approximately
1.000 tons,or 300,000 gallons,on a single voyage of a
200.000 tons tanker could be discharged into the sea with
tank washingC5).Exhibit III shows the situation of bal
last

and tank washing in Southeast Asia where the Strait

of Malacca are greatly affected.
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Exhibit

III:Southeast

Asia-Ballast

and

Tank

Source:Hann,The Status of Oil Pollution
Southeast Asian Region 182C1981)
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Washing

Control

in

4.3 .Environmental Legisla-tion

Environmental legislation is the

legal

instrument

for the control of the environment against pollution
dangers.Environmental legislation in Malaysia seeks to
regulate human activities that may directly or indirectly
affect the quality of the environment,and is also preven
tive in controlling future hazard of pollution.
Pollution control has been the central activity in
the Environment Division's programme for environmental
conservation and enhancement of environmental quality.Im
portant as these measures are for controlling existing
and future environmental problems,they must be planned
and designed within the framework of the growth targets
of the development plan,and take due account of adminis
trative procedures at both the Federal and State level.
In the final analysis,these control

measures

must

be consistent and workable within the framework of the
Federal Constitution,insofar as it concerns the rela
tionship between the Federal Government and the States.With this constitutional framework,the environment Divi
sion is adopting a two-prolonged approach involving both
statutory control and non-statutory control,adapting to
Federal and State areas of jurisdiction.
The choice of these control measures and their app
lication depends significantly on the areas to be con
trol led .Statutory control is adopted in areas which are
expressly within the ambit of the Environmental Quality
Act of 1974 or more precisely in those matters which are
specified in the Federal or Concurrent ListC6>.The Act of
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1974 is the most recent piece of legislation concerning
environment which attempts to regulate resource conver
sion so as to minimise damage to the environment.
Non-statutory control,on the other hand,is applied
in areas where the existing responsibilities are shared
by various government agencies and in those areas which
are in the competence of State Governments.Matters such
as land,agriculture,forestry,mining,soi1 erosion,drainage
and irrigation which are fundamentally important in envi
ronmental management are explicitly under the State and
Concurrent Lists,and it is in these areas that non-statutory control must be directed with great care to avoid
undue administrative conflicts.
The

legal

controls

are

being

applied

through

various Regulations which have been'drawn up on the advi
se the Environmental Quality Council in accordance with
the Environmental Quality Act,1974.They are among others:
1. Environmental Quality (Prescribe

Premises)(Crude

Palm Oil) Regulations,1977;
2. Environmental

Quality

(Prescribe

Premises)(Raw

Natural Rubber) Regulations,1978;
3.Sewage and Industrial Effluents Regulations,1979;
4.The Clean Air Regulations,1978.
The EQA 1974,authorised the Minister in charge of
the environment to regulate releases of wastes from all
sources except those of mining,offshore exploration and
exploitation,agriculture logging and earthwork.The Petro48

leum Mining Act 1966 (Revised 1972) empowers the Petro
leum Authority (PETRONAS) to specify in any exploration
license that the licensee shall take all steps practicab
le to prevent the escape of oil or waste from hydrocarbon
discovered in the exploration area.
With regard to pollution from vessel sources,Malay
sia has yet to promulgated rules and regulations under
the EQA for controlling oil or other related wastes.There
are deficiencies in the existing Act,notably its liabili
ty provisions,which appear to have no application at all
to oil spills attributable to collisions and running
aground regardless of the cause of accident.The Act which
specifically prohibits discharges of oil in any part of
the seas outside territorial waters of Malaysia is only
enforceable for Malaysian-owned vessels and those flying
the Malaysian Flag.Malaysia has not adopted any of rele
vant international conventions relating to pollutions.
In the event of oil spill

emergency,Malaysia,under

the coordination of the Division of Environment and the
operational support of the Marine Department,has a contigency plan to combat pollution involving the ports of
Penang,and Johore with the help of other designated
bodies,both private and public,with specific responsibi1ities.

to

Malaysia has a comprehensive legislative measures
regulate the release of wastes from land-based sour

ces.It has yet,however,to develop a complete set of regu
lations for controlling oceanic waste sources.Although
there is a central pollution control agency at the Fede
ral level,the Division of Environment,its jurisdiction is
limited to pollution arising from agro-based and manufac49

turing industries,sewage treatment plants and merchant
shipping. Other forms of pollution remain under the gene
ral responsibility of the resource development agencies
PETRONAS for the offshore oil and gas and the Department
of Mining for other types of mining.
Although discharge controls are the main instru
ments of water pollution control now used in Malaysia,if
is recognised that by itself it is not adequate to cope
with the complex
and
interlocking problems of the
nation's fresh water and marine environments.Such control
must be supported by a comprehensive,long range plan for
achieving well defined environmental quality objecti
ves. In Malaysia,however,attainment of this goal is made
difficult by the sharing of responsibilities between the
Federal and States authorities as well as among several
agencies of both Federal and State Governments,
4.4.Regional Action Plan
The regional Pollution control activities are pre
sently underway in ASEAN,The principal pollutant recieving coordinated regional attention is oil. Within the
ASEAN,two bodies have been established to deal with oil
pollution:
l,the ASEAN

Council

on

Petroleum

CASCOPE),which

deals mainly with the environmental consequences
of the exploration for petroleum and natural
gas.ASCOPE has been discussing the standardiza
tion of environmental and safety regulations for
offshore drilling and local complexities of com
bating transnational oil spillsjand
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2.the ASEAN expert group on marine pollution.
The expert group has organised a contingency plan
for thfe control and mitigation of marine pollution
and provides for a system for alerting member
countries if major oil spills occur within the
region. The plan provides for exchange of informa
tion on operational capacities to combat pollution
within each nation and a programme of mutual assi
stance to cope with oil spills that member coun
tries- cannot handle alone.Specific features of the
plan include:
1. adequate and coordinated contingency planning
the governments concerned;

by

2. responsibi1ity of the appointed institution to
report immediately to the established emergency
control centers;
3. availabi1ity of sufficient and appropriate reco
very and containment equipment,including yessels;
4. availability of adequate slop tanks
onshore
capable of recieving contained oil spillages;and
5. availabi1ity of trained personnel for the cleanup
operations.
ASEAN is attempting to develop a regional govern
mental approach to pollution management based on coordi
nated policies and cooperative programs.The states have
also required the national and foreign oil companies to
develop their own capabilities to support the govern51

ments' policies.
The regional action plan was first drafted in 1979
and was eventually adopted by ASEAN States in early 1981
at an intergovernmental meeting convened by UNEP in Mani
la ,Phi 1ippines .The principal objective of the action plan
is the development of the coastal areas for the promotion
of the health and well being of present and future gene
rations.The action plan is intended to provide a fra
mework for an environmentally-sound and comprehensive
approach to coastal area development particularly appro
priate to the needs of the region.The action plan con
sists of environmental assessment and environmental mana
gement components,the latter concentrating on control of
pollution from oil and from land-based sources.Subse
quently to the adoption of the action plan,a trust fund
was established and UNEP was entrusted with its manage
ment.The East Asian Seas Action Plan currently includes
the member states of ASEAN only,that IMO has provided a
general framework for cooperation in marine pollution
incidents in the form of an ASEAN Contigency Plan which
entered into force in 1976.
Two important aspects with respect to UNEP Regional
Seas programme are as follows:
i. an increased awareness on the part of coastal
states of the need to stop the gradual degradation
of the marine environment;
ii. it is not in principal,confined to the preserva
tion or control of pollution and that it endeavours
to take other factors into consideration,in parti
cular the preservation of important habitats,the
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rational management of coastal ecosystems,the deve
lopment of mariculture,the preservation of fresh
water resources and the protection of soils.
Another significant conservation development which
has emerged from the UNEP Regional Seas Programme is the
new emphasis on coastal zone protection and management.
This subject has now become an integral part of several
of the proposed or adopted Regional Seas Action Plan.
Cooperation betwen IMO and ASEAN on oil pollution
problems developed in the first place through IMO's
involvement with the ASEAN Expert Group on Marine Pollu
tion,which has responsibility for administering the ASEAN
Oil Spill Contigency Plan.In recognition of the importan
ce of the second VLCC routes in the region,the Lombok/Ma—
kassar Straits and the Celebes sea,which is less well
served by the contingency plan and anti pollution measu
res, in 1980 an IMO/UNEP expert meeting was convened in
Jakarta to consider the development of sub region oil
spill arrangement in the Celebes Sea.On the basis of risk
analysis and evaluation of oil combating capabilities in
the sub region,the meeting concluded that support should
be sought from funding agencies for procurement of major
items of equipment and that training should be provided
in its maintenance and operation.Subsequently,an IMO/UNDP
project has been implemented which has resulted in the
upgrading of the capabilities of an existing sub-branch
of the National Operation Centre for Oil Pollution (NO
COP) of The Philippines Coast Guard in Davao,in term of
both equipment and trained personnel,so that an at-sea
response can be initiated in the event of a tanker acci
dent in the sub region.Practical training has also been
provided and operational procedures for surveillance of
S3

oil spills,inter country communication and operation and
maintenance agreed between the three countries coope
rating in the project f.lndonesia,Malaysia and the Philip
pines) .
In addition to the various

rules

and

regulations

regarding oil pollution,Indonesia,Malaysia and Singapore
are signitories to a navigation safety agreement for the
Straits of Malacca and Singapore -Under this agreement,al1
tankers and large vessels navigating through
these
straits must carry adequate insurance and compensation
coverage.There is also a USfl.Smil. revolving fund estab
lished by the Malacca Strait Council (Japanese shipping
interest) and the straits nations to cover costs of clean
up and preventing oil spills from tankers.
4.5.Traffic Seperation Scheme
The most important event in ensuring the safety of
navigation in the Straits of Malacca and Singapore was
the introduction of the TSS,which would reduce the risk
of pollution arising from accidents in the strait.TSS is
essentially a system for routeing ship.Routeing involves
vessels being channelled by more or less mandatory means
into lanes or areas of sea so as to reduce risks of col
lision. IMO routeing system has been defined as any system
of one or more routes and/or routeing measures aimed at
reducing the risks of casualties;it includes TSS,two ways
route
round

recommended,tracks,areas
abouts,
precautionary

to ,be
areas

avoided,inshore
and deep water

routes(7).
IMO has adopted at least 90 international TSS lying
partially or wholly outside the territorial waters of
B4

states.Many more
territorial

national

waters,are

schemes,lying

operative

wholly

within

without any need from

IMO approval(8).

who

The three states,Malaysia,Indonesia and Singapore,
jointly shared the straits,acknowledge the urgent

need for systematically coordinated joint efforts to pro
tect the marine environment in the straits against the
growing danger of oil pollution.More specifically,as a
result of the findings of the joint hydrographic survey
conducted since 1969 in the straits,the conviction has
grown that one of the most effective measures to prevent
the danger of oil pollution is the application of TSS
designed to steer the vessels clear of the shallow points
in the straitsC9!) .This jointly announced after
the
foreign ministers of the three states had a meeting in
Singapore in February 1975.The TSS introduced in the
straits incorporated for the first time in maritime
history a vessel size limitation formula in the form of
an underkeel clearance of 3.5 meters.
This joint effort of three states are in accordance
with annex V of Resolution 375(X) of the Assembly adopted
on 14th Dec.1977 and susequently amended in Nov.1981
incorporating the Rules for vessels navigating through
the Straits of Malacca and Singapore.Malaysia has enacted
legislation as mentioned earlier,incorporating Annex V
which sets out the TSS in specific parts of the Strait of
Malacca.Malaysia also introduced an Order mentioned ear
lier which corporates the C0LRE6 1972.These regulations
include Rule 10 which specifically relate to TSS.To a
coastal state such as Malaysia,the success of the TSS
will depend on the cooperation of users states and the
establishment of an effective monitoring and surveillance
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system.The role of NMCC based in Lumut,Perak should be
integrated to cover pollution matters.This is due to the
fact that the Marine Department, and Environment Division
has limited resources to carry out regular surveillance
and control.Exhibit V below shows the TSS in the Straits
of Malacca and Singapore.
Beside the surveillance and control system which
need to be effectively carried out,it is also important
for Malaysia to exercise Port State Control(10)in Malay
sian waters.

4.6.International Development Of

Oil

Pollution

Respon

sibility And The Impact On Malaysian Marine Environmental
Poli cy
Until the UNEP was brought into existence,IMO<for
merly known as IMCO) was the only organisation in the
field of the marine environment.IMO is specifically char
ged with the prevention and control of marine pollution
from ships and dealing with legal matters related there
to. It has a>MEPC and legal committee.MEPC's terms of
reference include such functions as are or may be confered upon the organisation under international conventions
for the prevention and control of pollution from ships,
particularly with respect to adoption or amendment of
regulations or provisions as
tions .

B6

provided

in

such

conven

Exhibit V:Traffio Separation Scheme In The
Malacca and Singapore

Straits

of

The legal committee was created after the Torrey
Canyon disaster in 1967 to prepare draft conventions
relating either to the prevention or

control

of

marine

pollution.These includes:
1.Internationanal Convention for the prevention of
pollution of the sea by oil,1954 (amended in 1962,
1969, 1971);
2.International Convention Relating to Intervention
on the High Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution Casual
ties (Intervention Convention)1969
1973 Protocol Relating to intervention on the High
Seas in Cases of Marine

Pollution

by

Substances

Other Than Oil;
3.International Convention on Civil
oil Pollution Damage 1969 (CLC).
1976 Protocol to the Intern^ional

Liability
Convention

Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage.
1984 Protocol to Amend the International

for
on

Conven

tion on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage;
4.International Convention on the Establishment of
an International Fund for Compensation for oil
Pollution Damage,1971 (fund convention).
1976 Protocol to the International Convention on
the Establishment of an International Fund for
Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage.
1984 Protocol to Amend the International Conven
tion of an International Fund for Compensation for
Oil Pollution Damage;
5.International Convention Relating to Civil Liabi58

lity in the Field of Maritime Carriage of

Nuclear

Material 1971;
6.International Convention on the Prevention of
Marine Pollution by Dumping and Other Matter 1972;
7.International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution from ships,1973 (MARPOL).
Protocol of 1978 Relating to International Conven
tion for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships
1973(11).
Unfortunately Malaysia has not adopted any of
the above mentioned Conventions(12).MARPOL Convention,ho
wever, is under serious study by the government with a
view for adoption.Malaysia has ratified the Collision
Regulation Convention of 1972 and two sets of Orders were
introduced namely;
1. Merchant Shipping

(Collision

Regulation)

Order

1984;and
2. Merchant Shipping (collision Regulation)(Rules
for Vessels Navigating Through the Strait of
Malacca and Singapore) Order 1984.
Both Orders attempt to

regulate

the

traffic

and

reduce marine accidents which would lead to marine pol
lution.The marine pollution conventions and compensation
scheme are particularly significant and relevant to
Malaysia as the Straits of Malacca has heavy tanker traf
fic to bear.The CLC convention is the most significant
factor of changing the traditional damage liability base
from one of proven fault or negligence to one
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of

strict

liability.The convention also introduced a system of cer
tification ,making pollution damage insurance basically
compulsory and giving a right of direct action against
the insurer if the shipowner did not payC13).
The intervention convention allows the coastal sta
tes to take early action on the high seas against vessels
which pose a threat to their coast1ine.Since these con
ventions would take a number of years to enter into for
ce and to be fully enacted in national legislation,the
alternative
interim compensory regime-Tanker Owner's
Voluntary Agreement Concerning Liability for Oil Pollu
tion CTOVALOP) was established in 1969 and administered
by the International Tanker Owners' Pollution Federation
<ITOPF).This scheme was brought forward by the industry
itself,illustrates the high visibility which the environ
ment questions were enjoying public eye at that tim e d A ) .
In the incident of Showa Maru in 1975 Malaysia was com
pensated $1.25 million as operating costs for removing
oil spilled (15Sunder this scheme.
The fund convention 1971,is a supplementary conven
tion to CLC,concluded to provide cover for catastrophic
pollution accidents.lt consists of a fund financed from
levies on the import and export of oil in contracting
states.Parties to fund convention must also be parties to
CLC and the flag state of the vessel must also be parties
to the fund convention if.the shipowners is seeking com
pensation. In

approximate

terms the Fund allows cover of

about US$54 million maximum aggregate with any available
CLC cover. Compensation for oil pollution damage has been
revised to cope with increasing risk to the marine envi
ronment .Exhibit IV shows the changes in compensation
schemes as revised by various protocols.
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I

The MARPOL convention addressed the

total

problem

of marine pollution and thus is not restricted only to
oil pollution.lt attempts to regulate other polluting
sources such as sewage and garbage from ships.Its annexes
deals with noxious liquid substances in bulk, and harmful
substances carried in package form or in containers.
A global regime to preserve and protect the marine
environment was debated at the Sth session of the third
United Nation Conference on the Law of the SeaCUNCLOS
IIDheld in Geneva,19th March-27th April 1979.The 1982
Convention on LOS provides for Coastal States to have
jurisdiction over conservation and protection of the
marine environment in the EEZ.Obiigation regarding envi
ronmental protection are specified in Part XII.Article
194(21 provides thaf'States shall take all measures
necessary to ensure that activities under their jurisdic
tion or control are so conducted as not to cause damage
by pollution to other States and their environment,and
that pollution arising from incidents or activities under
their jurisdiction or control does not spread beyond the
areas where they exercise sovereign rights in accordance
with this Convention".However,the enforcement of rules
and regulation with regard to pollution control within
the EEZ must not be lower than the international stan
dard .
UNCLOS provides a general legal framework within
which to address operational pollution but leaves the
specifics to"generally accepted international rules and
standards for the prevention,reduction and control of
pollution from vessels".This refers especially to the
discharge requirements in MARPOL.The UNCLOS provides for
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specific rights and obligations of flag,coastal and
states regarding-

port

i. the jurisdiction to set further standards;and
ii. the powers of enforcement.
With respect to the Intervention Convention on the
High Seas in the event of pollution casualty,UNCLOS makes
some addition to this Convention.Article 198 provides
that a State must notify other States if pollution from a
maritime casualty is likely to affect them.Similarly
ship's masters should be obliged to notify if they are
involved in or become aware of such pollution.Article 211
provides that State should enact legislation to that
ef feet.
As indicated earlier Malaysia has not ratified any
of those conventions so far.By looking at the potential
hazard to marine environment in the Straits of Malacca in
particular,it is time for Malaysia to review her position
and seriously consider for adoption of international
conventions relating to the prevention of pollution and
also the compensation schemes as mentioned earlier.
As stated earlier it is also important for Malaysia
to resolve the problems of overlapping responsibilities
with regard to marine pollution.Recently it was agreed
that the ships' source pollution would be regulated under
the MSA(16) and therefore be under the jurisdiction
the MOT with consultation with the Environment

of

Division.The MSA,however,will take a numbers of years to
come into force.This is because the Act still in drafting
phase. ■
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4.7.Conclusion
Though the marine pollution is a major concern in
Malaysia,there is inadequate legal framework to cover the
risk of pollution in Malaysian waters.Malaysia has to
consider thoroughly to acceed to various related marine
pollution conventions such as MARPOL 73/78 and Fund Con
vention.This will enable Malaysia to safeguard marine
environment from the risk of pollution and thus ensure
there is a mechanism to recover the cost of clean up ope
ration if pollution happen.Since the shorebased sources
are well covered by legislation,the next step is to ensu
re the extension of those responsibility with regard to
pollution matters covering the marine based polluton
sources through comprehensive legislation.There is also a
need for more coordinated efforts in aspects of pollution
control where jurisdiction is shared between both State
and Federal level.
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Notes
1.Marine pollution has been defined as the introduction
by man,directly or indirectly,of substances or energy
into the marine environment Cincludind estuaries!resul
ting in such deterious effects as harm to living resour
ces, hazard to human health,hindrance to marine activi
ties ,including fishery,impairing the quality and use of
sea water and reduction of ameneties'.This is the defi
nition accepted by IMO/FAO,UNESCO/World Meteorological
Organization.
2.Ocean Yearbook 4,1983 pp.290.
3.see Maheswaran A .,Integrated Coastal Development in
Malaysia and possible regional implication,Environment
and Resources in the
Pacific,UNEP
Regional
Reports and Studies,no.69,UNEP 1985 pp.211.
A.Sarma

A .H .V .,Environmental

Protection

in

Seas

Southeast

Asia,International Symposium on the Law of the Sea in
Southeast Asia,Dalhousie Ocean Studies Programme,1983
pp.118.
5. Valencia M.J.,and Marsh J.B.,Access to Straits and
Sealanes in Southeast Asian Seas;Legal,Economic and
Strategic

Consideration,Journal

of

Maritime

Law

and

Commerce,Vol.16,No.4,Oct.1985 pp.531.
6. The
lative
powers
powers

Federal Constitution provides for different legis
powers both at State and Federal level.Where
are shared there are in the concurrent list.These
are laid down in the 9th Schedule of the Malay

sian Constitution.
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7.Plant G.,International Traffic

Separation

Scheme

in

the Law of the Sea,Marine Policy,April 1985.
S.Munadjat Danusaputro,Elements of an
Environmental
Policy and Navigation Scheme in Southeast Asia with spe
cial reference to the Strait of Malacca in Regionalisation of the Law of the Sea,CD.M JonhstonCedt.), Bal
linger Pub.1978,pp.184.
9. Mokhtar Kusumaatmadja,The New Zones of National Juris
diction in the Law of the Sea,Symposium on New Law of
the Sea,pp 13.
10. The Port State Control is laid down in the Regula
tions and Articles of various international Conventions
as follows:
i. Load line Con.1966-Art.21;
ii. MARPOL 73/78-Art.4,5 and 6;
iii. SOLAS 74-Chap.1,Reg.19;
iv. STCW-Art.X;
Merchant Shipping
(ILO No.147)-Art.4.

V .

(Min. Standard) Convention

1976,

Article 217,218 and 220 of the UNCLOS set out the
rights and obligations of enforcement by flag,port and
coastal state with regard to the control of pollution
from ships.An interesting and potentially very effective
mechanism for enfocement is Article 218,dealing with
enforcement by port state.This article allows a state
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where a vessel is in port to investigate and proceed
against that vessel for discharge violations which have
occured outside territorial sea or EEZ of any state,upon
request by the coastal state damaged (or where the vio
lation occured) or by the flag state.
11. Gold E.,Handbook on Marine Pollution,Gard
Pub.1985 pp.24.
12. Malaysia ratified 4 international conventions at themoment:
i. SOLAS 74;
ii. Load lines 66;
iii. Tonnage Measurement of Ships 69;and
iv. COLREG 72.
13. GoId,ibid,pp.26.
14. Lee Yong Leng,Southeast Asia
Singapore Univ.Press,1978,pp.21.

and

Law

of

the

Sea,

15. Plant G.jibid.
16. MSA-A new Merchant Shipping Act currently being draf
ted to replace the present Merchant Shipping Ordinance
which is outdated.
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5.1.Introduction
Marine resource development and other marine rela
ted activities encompases a particularly large spectrum
of interests which are inter-linked and often conflic
ting. It comprises a complex agenda' of interdependent
activities that fall within the jurisdiction of-various
agencies.Sometimes they exert their influence and capa
bilities according to criteria of relevance and oppor
tunity that might place them in better position to

exer

cise what they may think economically fit.
The conflict and overlapping jurisdiction in marine
activities exist as an almost unavoidable situation
depending on the interest each agency may have within
their capacity and financial allocation given.These inte
rests may arise from those agencies interested in rene
wable living resources and those interested in non-renewable mineral resources and also those related in the
conservation of the marine environment.
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In both developed and developing countries,there is
an intense pressure to develop the coastal areas for tou
rism and recreational purposes,mineral extraction,fishing,
agriculture,urbanisation,ports
and industrial
development.These developments are then faced with increa
sed pressure to safeguard the ecosystems and to prevent
the destruction of the marine environment.This chapter
attempts to discuss the various sectoral developments,
inter-linkages and conflicts with regards to the coastal
areas and jurisdictional approaches as regard to the
management of the EEZ.
5.2.Infrastructure Support And Socio-Economic
In Maritime Sectoral Development

Linkages

5.2.1.Supporting System
The exploration and exploitation of marine resour
ces and other economic development,by its very nature,de
mands supporting systems.In this connection port infras
tructure plays a key role providing the supportive input
to marine development.
In Malaysia,existing ports and particularly spe
cialised ones play a key role to support the heavy
industries programmes launched in the 80s.The urea
and
LNG plants in Bintulu led to the establishment of the
Bintulu Port in East Malaysia.Kedah Cement in Kedah
demanded the establishment of special terminal to cater
for the need of this cement plant.The same also applies
to the establishment of Trengganu Supply Base in the east
coast of Peninsular Malaysia as a result of the expansion
of offshore oil exploration activities in that area.
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Consequently these developments require arrange
ments for traffic routeing,provision of navigational
aids,emergency services,port and storage facilities and
the links with port hinterlands and associated markets.
5.2.2.Interact ion Between Different Marine Activities
The growth of ocean activities and the entering
new

users

into

the

of

marine scene, results in two major

areas of potential conflict as follows;
i. the intensive uses of traditional marine activi
ties such as fisheries exploitation and shipping;
ii. the introduction of the

offshore

oil

industry

and its related activities and the growing interest
on conservation.
Traditional as well as new actors in marine acti
vities require constant accomodation of interests and
adjustment of spatial and environmental requirements in
the form of concrete measures related to fish stock
conservation,environmental
management,allocation
of
fishery
resources,navigation
safety measures,traffic
regulations, pollution control etc.The impact of offshore
oil and gas exploration has been recognized as giving
serious consequences to the environment.Oil and gas rela
ted activities has been the main source of conflict with
fishing industries. Eventhough Malaysia offshore platform
shows a good record with regard to pollution,precautiona
ry measures need to be strengthen at an early stage
and
continous measures should be maintained.However,other
disputes have arisen over the use of shipping lanes,
military uses and dumping areas,and the impact o-f waste
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disposal at sea over
rests .

fisheries

and

conservation

inte

The Langkawi Islands'development programmes
to
take
advantage
of the tropical island long sandy
beaches/tourist destination has conflicting
interest
with newly build cement industrial plant.As a result
of heavy industry constructed on the island,special ter
minal has to be build on the island,and is incompatible
with the needs of the tourist industry and the preserva
tion of fishing grounds in that area. The Langkawi
Islands development project is a classic case where the
inter-linkages and conflict of ocean uses are evidently
seen.
Another example of an attempt to promote marine
resource development which proved catastrophic was the
the creation of Free Trade Zone in Malaysia in 1960s,ai
ming at attracting foreign capital and technology,jobs
creation .By 197B,the free trade zone of Prai in north
west Malaysia had become one of the largest in the
world.During this period the Government embarked on a
policy of modernization of the fishing industry by
issuing trawler licenses.The large fishing fleet used
efficient but destructive mechanized equipment to harvest
the Malaysian seas and encroached the traditional fishing
grounds.As a result,fishing catches eventually
dwind
led. Added to this was the indiscriminate dumping of the
factory effluents from the free trade zone into the shal
low sea of Prai area,polluting the waters and damaging
large
number of living species.Affected traditional
fishermen deprived of steady income had to turn to the
industrial sector for jobs(l).
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the

It is foreseen that the new conflict may arise in
future with the growth of offshore industries with

increasing demands upon the ocean environment.The par
ties involved will be many more and the resource develop
ment goals will continue to clash with environment pro
tection goals,creating constant tensions among the inte
rested parties.For Malaysian fisheries,exhibit VI shows
the relationship/conf 1icts, between fisheries sector and
and other uses of the sea.
5.2.3.The Impact

Of

EEZ

Development

On

The

Coastal

Areas
The extension of jurisdiction over EEZ has resulted
in a rapid exploration and exploitation of the ocean
resources.The most important ocean industry that has
created controversy surrounding the onshore impact are
the offshore oil and gas and offshore mining industries.
Pollution problems,with regard to fishing industry
normally lead to damage of fishing ground and species.The
effect of pollution on fisheries may range from the imme
diate, such as the sudden death of a substantial number of
fish,to the more prolonged eg.defective development or
reproduction.Effects may be directly on individual fish
(eggs,larvae or adult) or indirectly through
food.
The mining industry has more immediate and tangible
environmental impacts in the form of erosion to beaches,
the loss or decrease of aesthetic value of the beach,se
diments released to the sea and undesireable consequen
ces .
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Exhibit VI:Relationship/conf1icts
and other uses of the sea
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between

fisheries

Present and foreseen trends in the use of the coa
stal and marine space indicate a clear increase and
intensification in the variety,degree and complexity of
the conf1icts.Among others,a growth of population density
in the coastal areas,increasing competition among users
of the coastal space and between the alternate,and some
times equally necessary users such as urbanization,trans
port networks,recreational space,industrialization etc.
The relationship between human activities and the marine
environment of the EEZ can be seen in exhibit VII. Exhi
bit VIII illustrates further details on the potential
global interaction of various marine activities.
The vast oceanic jurisdiction under the Malaysia's
EEZ,has prompted rapid development of the marine resour
ces, living and non-1iving.As development increases, the
conservation and management tasks becomes prominent res
ponsibility of the government.The increase uses of the
sea has lead to multiple use conf1icts.The nature of
conflicts are of socio-cultural,environmental,internatio
nal-institutional , economical and spatial.Almost all the
activities in Malaysia's EEZ are conflicting with the
conservation needs. Annex III shows these conflicts
within the EEZ.
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Exh.VIIsEnvironment/socia-ecanomic trade in
the EEZ.
Input
(Resources)

population
industry

marine
environment

law
consumption

output
(waste)
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Exhibit VIII:Potential global interaction in

marine

activities
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1 left The matrix shows the patterns of interaction
between major groups of sea use, while environmen
tal relationships are illustrated on the opposite page.
The range of possible interactions is in theory large,
so attention is focussed upon conflicts and benefits
which occur on a notable scale, and upon potentially
hazardous interactions with a relatively high prol^
ability of occurrence. Conservation efforts may be re
g a rd ^ as a buffer between the uses and the environ
ment, designed especially to mitigate the effects of
waste disposal and those extractive uses which have
adverse enviroiunental consequences.
2 opposite The major groups of sea use
are illustrated according to four ocean
zones: coast, coastal waters, continen
tal shelf and deep ocean. These uses
ate juxtaposed in the matrix with the
two other important themes of sea use
management: conservation of the ocean
resource and preservation of the en
vironment. Land colours reflect those
of related subsections within the Atlas.
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5.3.Major Issues In National Maritime Industry
5.3.1.Institutional Jurisdiction Over

Marine

Resource

And Other Sectoral Developments
The development of marine sector in Malaysia is
quite recent,The development are sectoral in nature and
based on project by project basis according to national
economic priority.The major setback in national marine
development in Malaysia is the diversified roles of
various government agencies (Federal and State level).
In Malaysia,almost all the economic activities at
the national level are under the management of two pivo
tal agencies namely the Prime Minister's Department and
the Treasury.The Economic Planning Unit (EPU) of the Pri
me Minister's Department determine the sectoral planning
and the allocation of resources.This is carried out in
an integrated sectoral planning approach and thus control
the budget in term of annual and five years plan.From the
forecast growth within one or five years,the EPU alloca
tes the resources available according with the need of
each sector of the economy.These efforts are then trans
lated into specific projects.In the Prime Minister's
Department,the coordination of various project is done by
the Implementation and Coordination Unit(ICU).Besides
coordination it is also responsible for overseeing the
implementation of projects and smooth inter departmental
projects implementation and thus acting relationship bet
ween Federal and State functions.
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The main governmental institutions with responsibi
lity in the uses of Malaysian sea are as follows;
i. Ministry of Agriculture
Department of Fishery
MAJUIKAN
ii. Ministry of Transport
Marine Deparment
Light Dues Board
iii. Ministry of Tourism and Culture
Tourist Development Corporation
iv. Ministry of Science,Technology and Environment
Department of Eiivironment
V .

Ministry of Primary Industry
Department of Forestry

vi. Ministry of Defence
vii. PETRONAS
viii. Ministry of Public Enterprise

Beside the above ministries and departments,there
are several other institutions complimentarily involved
with overall marine development in Malaysia.These include
the following;
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i. Ministry of Foreign Affairs
ters!

(international

mat

ii. Public Service Department Ceducation/training)
iii. Attorney General Department (legal!
iv. National Maritime Coordination Centre
ment!
V .

(enforce

Department of Public Work (minor port!

vi. Prime Minister's Department
vii. Ministry of Trade
viii. Ministry of Energy,Telecom and Post
The roles and functions of various government
institutions with direct and indirect responsibility can
be summarised further as follows;
i.Fi sheries
The Fisheries Department and the MAJUIKAN are the
main bodies responsible for the management and develop
ment of fisheries.Within the department at the Federal
level,there is a section of resource management which is
responsible for conservation and management of marine
fisheries.MAJUIKAN was established aiming at upgrading
the socio-economic status of the fishermen and to develop
fisheries industry.MAJUIKAN is responsible for marketting,credits and organising fisheries project.(see chap
ter II!
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ii.Coastal Resources
The State Forest Department (under the Ministry of
Primary Industry!) is responsible for the exploitation and
management of forest reserves.For coastal protection and
land reclaimation,the Drainage and Irrigation Department
is the responsible agency.Reclaimation of the mangrove
areas

for aquaculture purposes is under the jurisdiction

of fisheries Department.
iii.Research
The main established research

centres

for

marine

related activities in Malaysia are;
i. Forest Research Institute-research relating to
mangrove forests ;
ii. Fisheries Research Institute-aquaculture;
iii. University of Agriculture-aquaculture;and
iv. Other
toxicity

local

universities-research

on

the

levels of various organisms in coastal

waters.
By next year,all research

activities

in

Malaysia

would be coordinated by the National Council for Scienti
fic Research and Development of Malaysia.
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iv.Shipping and Navigation
Ministry of Transport is the Ministry which has a
direct legislative power and responsibility for all mat
ters concerning shipping and navigation.The Maritime
Division in the Ministry of Transport was established in
1982 and consists of four units - Port,shipping, maritime
safety and Domestic Shipping Licensing Board unit.Besides
the Ministry of Transport,shipping related functions
are also undertaken by the Ministry of Trade and Indu
stry (UIMCTAD and other maritime trade arrangements) ,Prime
Minister's Department (control of national
shipping
line),Public Service Department and Attorney General
of fice.
V . Petroleum

Exploitation

PETRONAS is the agency which has the entire owner
ship in,and the exclusive rights,powers,1iberties and
previleges of exploiting petroleum,whether onshore or
offshore in Malaysia.However,the activities are subjected
to the advice from the National Petroleum Advisory Coun
cil appointed by the Prime Minister's Department.The
Council is responsible to provide advice on national
policy,interests and matters pertaining to petroleum,pet
roleum related industries,energy reserves and their uti
lization .(see chapter II)
vi.Recreation and Tourism
The development of recreational area is within

the

responsibility of the Ministry of Tourism and Culture
implemented through the Tourist Development Corporation.

vii.Enforcement

There are various goverment agencies involve with
various aspects of marine enforcement in Malaysia.Among
the most important are;
i. National Maritime Coordination Centre;
ii. Marine Department;
iii. Department of Environment;
iv. Marine Police;
V .

Malaysian Navy;and

vi.Roya1 Custom.
From the brief description above,it is evident that
mtirine related functions are dispersed with many govern
ment bodies in Malaysia.The significant of such situation
is that with competing uses of the sea,the need for
holistic approach to sea development is fundemental in
order to avoid conflicts and constraints in the use of
Malaysian seas.
5.3.2.Maritime Manpower/Expertise
The development of trained manpower

is crucial

in

the marine sector.This is because the marine industry in
the country is still in the infant stage.Since the marine
sector requires well trained personnel,these are not
readily available in the market.Malaysian Flag vessels
presently are manned by foreign personnel,particularly at

officers levelC2).
The same situation is also in other sectors of
marine development.Among needed resources are people
trained in marine economics, law,research and develop
ment ,technical etc.It is important to establish an insti
tution which is geared toward producing locally trained
expertise in these areasC3).It is through training then
that proper recognition can be made to indentify sea uses
with its inherent problems of conflicts and constraints.
With the evolution of Malaysia's EEZ there is now a
need for Malaysia in finding sufficient administrative
resources to cope with the continuing seaward extension
of marine jurisdiction.This development has added further
demand for scarce trained manpower.
For a coherent strategy to develop Malaysia's human
resources it would require well designed manpower trai
ning programs in varied areas.However,the existing policy
making institution out of limited knowledge is paying
very little attention to the development of marine exper
tise and personnel.Moreover,manpower planners faced with
different manpower requirements from many different quar
ters have difficulty to know precisely where their prio
rities should lie.There is a need to focus attention on
this problem.
5.3.3.Maritime Laws
Most of the marine laws in

Malaysia

are

outdated

This is true of the shipping laws where the Merchant
Shipping Ordinance was formulated in 1952.The amendments
to the ordinance is done from time to time according to
S3

the requirements of the industry.lt is recognized that
the legal marine system practice in Malaysia are based on
British maritime law.This is the result of series of Acts
passed by Britain in the nineteenth century.English ship
ping law for eg. were introduced into the Strait Settle
ments including Singapore,Malacca and Penang,and the
Supreme Court of Strait Settlements was established as a
Court of Admiralty<4).Like in most developing coun
tries, each colonial maritime systems bears a unique
imprint of the historical legal relationship between its
European ancestor and the emerging states!The Common
wealth...The UK;The Francophone State-France;Latin American-Spain; Brazil,Angola,Mozambique..... Portugal;The Arab
States France and or the UK;and Asia/Southeast
France and The Nether1andC53

Asia....-

During the colonial period too as far as shipping
is concerned,the emerging states has been entirely depen
dent on the supply of shipping transportation by the
metropolitant power.The dependence hAd often been part
and parcel of the colonial master's overall marine poli
cy <63 .Since the colonial period,there was really very
little progress of what we might remotely call the natio
nal law of the sea in Malaysia(73.
The lack of marine legal expert solely responsible
for marine legal matters is crucial in Malaysia.The prob
lem of marine legal expertise is not only realised in the
public sector and private but also to introduce legal
control over the EEZ and other economic activities of the
sea.This has contributed to a need for institutional com
petence to manage and control the ocean resources and
consequently a need for legal expertise to deal with
legal problems of marine jurisdictional issues.
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The term "competent marine authority" for

Malaysia

is not clear so far.The development depend on the exi
sting administrative framework and legal procedure.The
introduction of new marine law for eg.EEZ Act 1984 and
Fisheries Act 1985 has prompted the government to estab
lish an authority for surveillance and control agencythat is the establishment of NMCC based in Lumut, Perak..
However the question has always been raised,how far this
agency could cover the whole uses of the sea or whether
the jurisdiction is limited to fishing,or shipping,or
pollution control or other strategic reasons. The need
for a coordinated responsiblity and competent authority
is due to the fc^ct that once a claim for a territorial
sea or a fishing zone or economic zone has been made,it
is assumed that the claim is based on the best available
knowledge,that there is a desire to protect it.Enforce
ment of marine pollution for eg. must reach whatever
zones that are established.
The proposed MSA,a proporsal to update shipping law
in Malaysia for eg.need a competent authority to be set
up before tha Act come into force.This proposed Act has
already taken more than ten years to be prepared and
would take a number of years before it could be tabled
before the House of Parliament.
This is also true to the environmental policy in
Malaysia.The control of marine pollution is inadequate to
control and preserve the marine environment.Marine legal
framework with regard to marine pollution should be for
mulated in a comprehensive manner so as to cover the who
le activities in the sea as well as the shore based pol
lution sources.
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Today, a general knowledge of the basic principals
and procedures of marine law is no longer the prerogative
of lawyers alone.The shipping and marine resource deve
lopment is now a highly regulated,complex system with
legal implications at all level.As a result,
administrator,shipping
executive,technical

any marine
officer or

mariner needs to have some knowledge of marine law.The
exposure of marine law to marine personnel is
essential.This will help Malaysia to develop a systematic
legal approach in implementing marine policies in the
future.
5.3.4.Capital Endowment
Unlike traditional maritime nation,banking insti
tution in developing countries is rather conservative in
providing local loans for the development of national
marine industry.The banking institution lacks marine
expertise to evaluate the marine loans especially for
shipping where private participation in the industry is
encouraged.The local financial institutions tend to shy
away from providing funds for the development of marine
sector.
It is clearly shown in many countries that local
financial institutions have far reaching effect on the
progress of tha national marine industry.The most impor
tant issue in overall development of marine activities
lies very much with the government financial support.
Because of this the shaping up of the national marine
policy ,the Ministry of Finance should play a bigger
role as this is a costly process.
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5.4.Conclusion

It is necessary and a pre-requisite for Malaysia to
establish a focal point for national marine resource
exploitation and the control of other uses of the sea.The
management and preservation activities should be coordi
nated.The government has progress in some ways in this
area by establishing Cabinet Committees.However for more
coordinated approach of ocean management,an institutional
arrangement is necessary.Possibly as a first measure it
may be necessary to establish a Cabinet Committee on
marine matters and to have an integrated look on overall
matter.Upon this deliberation may be the requirement .to
form a single maritime body can be seriously
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considered.

Notes
1. see United Nation Department of International

Eco

nomic and Social Affairs,Institutional Arrangements
for Marine Resource
Development,Report
of
the
Expert Group Meeting ,.10-14 Jan. 1983,New
York,1984,pp.34.
2. Most of Malaysian shipowners,manned their vessels
with foreign personnel expecially from UK,Canada,US,
India,Pakistan,Burma,Sri
nes ,Ghana,Australia,New

Langka,Indonesia,Philippi
Zealand,Singapore,Korea,Ja

pan,Netherlands and Irelands.All these personnel were
exempted under the MSO 1952.Malaysian legislation
reconizes certificates qf competency issued by the
Governments of Singapore,Brunei and those issued
under the Merchant Shipping Act which is from time to
time enforced in the UK.It further provides for the
recognition of a certificate of corresponding value
issued by a competent authority in the UK or in any
British Dominion or possession,the certificate of
which have been declared in Order of Council made
under section 102 of Merchant Shipping Act CUK>1894.
See Mohd.Zulkifly Abdullah,Uti1ization of Maritime
Manpower Sources in Public Service For National Ship
ping Industry,a paper delivered at World Maritime
Day's
Seminar,KL,Sept.1984.See
also Present and
Future Certification System,Proceeding of Seminar
on
Seafarers'
Training an Certificate,Oct.1983,
Kobe/Tokyo--- ST/ESCAP/278,pp.192.
3. A Training programme for Transport Canada in Corn
wall is a good eg.of a roof concept of training where
various aspect of training for transport is done in
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one centre equipped with the most updated training
aids.The Government of Canada,through Transport Cana
da is controlling the centre.lt is necessary for such
a centre to be establish in Malaysia where expertise
in maritime field could collectively contributed to
the training needs.
4.James Wong C.K.K.,Shipping Law in Singapore
Malaysia,Quins Ptd.,Singapore,1979,pp.6-7.

and

B.Gold E.,The Anatomy of International
Maritime
Transportation
Law,Basic
Principles,(Unpublished
Document>,International Maritime Law
Course,World
Maritime
University,Malmo,Sweden,June
30th-July
4th,1986.
6 ....... Maritime ‘ Transport-The
Evolution
of
International Maritime Policy and Shipping Law,Lex
ington Book,Toronto,1984,pp.237.
7.The maritime legal development in Malaysia started
in the 15th century where the Malacca Maritime Code
served as the basic rules for the maritime activi
ties.The Malaccan Code contains interesting rules
about the right of the captain of the ship,who was
considered as the sovereign at sea and those of sai
lors, as well as about the maintenance of law and
order on the high seas,and the organization of trade
on a ship.While it was the task of the ship's captain
to settle disputes on the ships and to punish of fen
ders,the pilot Cmaalim) was charged with the direc
tion of the vessels and with all technical details of
its navigation,other rules related to fishing,ship in
distress and shipwreck.The legal status of the ship
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changed as soon as it entered harbour.There the cap
tain's exclusive jurisdiction was replaced by the
jurisdiction of the Shahbandar or
the
Harbour
Master.See for eg.Anand R .P M a r i t i m e Practice in
Southeast Asia Until 1600 AD and the
the

Sea,International

and

Modern

Law

of

Comparative Law Quarter

ly ,Vol .30, April 1981,pp.AA6.The same issue was dis
cussed by the same author in The Origin and Deve
lopment of the Sea,Martinus Nijhoff, London, 1983,
pp.152.
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6.1.Introduction
The adoption of comprehensive CLOS was the culmina
tion of long,ardous negotiations on all problems relating
to the control of ocean space.These negotiations,emerging
from the evolutiorictry process of concensus,ref lect a col
lective effort to harmonise the multiple uses of the seas
and to accomodate different national exigencies and inte
rests ,placing them in a proper global perspective(1).It
took 14 years to produce the Convention.In the last 8
years there were difficult-,almost non-stop negotiations
and reported threat of failure,u1timately overcome by a
combination of creative compromise and stubborn determination-indeed,some call it unprecedented determination to
succeed C2).
The CLOS offered the government an opportunity to
take an integrated look at its political and legal invol
vement in marine af fairs<!3) .The basic aims of this con
vention is to provide a legal order for the seas and
oceans which will facilitate international communica
tion, and will promote the peaceful uses of the seas and
oceans,the equitable and efficient utilization of their
resources,the conservation of their living resources,and
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the study,protection and preservation of the marine envi
ronment (4;) .The creation of this new legal maritime regime
was also to curtail the trend of national claims to broa
der territorial seas,to preserve as many high seas as
possible,while at the same time giving to coastal states
increased rights over the resources off their coasts <5).
In other words,these new marine areas will add vast ocea^
nic space to the resource jurisdiction of Coastal States.
Malaysia,like other Southeast Asian
countries,
except Philippines and Indonesia, has not ratified the
CLOS but observe the evolutionary and revolutionary pro
cess of the Convention.Phi 1ippines and Indonesia were
instrumental in securing the acceptance by UNCLOS III of
the archipelagic regime now found in Part IV of CLOS,and
the ratification of CLOS by these two states was motiva^
ted by the need to consolidate their long standing archi^
pelagic claims.Malaysia,although not an archipelagic sta^
te,also took an interest in archipelagic state develop^
ments at UNCLOS III ,because of its unique characteri^
Stic,being composed of insular and peninsular states
separated by waters that would come under Indonesian
archipelagic jurisdiction (6).
In adjusting to the new legal regime imposed by
CLOS, States may have to redefine overall objectives,
formulate general and specific policies and develop the
requisite legal framework and the administrative and
organisational mechanisms to implement those policies.
These,of course has to be assessed by the states by
taking into account many factors involving economic and
social development, which essentially is outside of the
ambit of the Convention. Malaysia's primary marine inte^
rests would include furtherance of the concept of a zone

of peace and neutrality,resolution of boundary

disputes,

guaranteed passage through Indonesian waters seperating
West and East Malaysia,and recognition and respect for
her control of fisheries resources.Malaysia is continuing
the process of appraising the provisions of the conven
tion with two fold objective namely;
1. to identify national priorities;and
2. to attain a framework of implementation which
coordinatedC7).

is

6.2-The Extension Of Maritime Juridiction

have

Major concepts evolving from UNCLOS III that would
great impact on national jurisdiction over ocean

resources are those of the archipelagic states,territo
rial sea,EEZ and continental shelf.Of the 139 maritime
nations,103 have declared their EEZs unilaterally and
this makes about 30% of the total area of the ocean
within the EEZ.It is estimated that EEZs worldwide
account for about 90% of the present commercially exploi
table fish stocks,87% of known submarine oil and gas
deposits,and about 10% known polymetallic sulphide depo
sits, as well as large deposits of sand,gravel and other
useful elementsC8).In establishing national EEZ the Coa
stal States is grasping important opportunities and,at
the same time,accepting significant responsibilities and
obiigations.The opportunities allow for more centralized
system of resource management and environmental protec
tion which,hopefully,wil1 contribute to an increasingly
rational and conservation-minded management system.The
Coastal State now has the incentive to manage and conser
ve the resources in the national EEZ because it is the
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Coastal State which determines who is allowed to

exploit

the resources of that zone and it is,by far,the Coastal
State which stand to be the major beneficiary of rational
management.Thus,in improving resource management
and
excuting its jurisdictional rights in the EEZ,the Coastal
State is furthering its own national interestC9 I.
The development of the law on coastal jurisdiction
in Malaysia really started when two legislations succes
sively enacted with regard to continental shelf and the
exploitation of its resources namely;
1. Continental Shelf Act 1966,Act no.57
July 1966 as amended by Act no,83 of 1972;

of

28

In this Act,unless the context otherwise requires.
Continental Shelf tpeans the seabed and subsoil of
submarine areas adjacent to the coast of Malaysia
but beyond the limits of the territorial waters of
the States,the surface of which lies at a depth no
greater than two hundred metres below the surface
of the- sea,or,where the depth of the superjacent
waters admits of the exploitation of the natural
resources of the said areas,at any greater depth.
All right with respect to the exploration of the
continental shelf and the exploitation of its
natural resources are hereby vested in Malaysia and
shall be exercisable by the Federal Government.
2. Petroleum Mining Act 1966.
Malaysia,as a
former
British
colony,followed
English State Practice in international law and this
included the Anglo-Saxon concept of three miles territo94

ral sea.This limit
miles,measured from

was extended to twelve nautical
a straight baselines by virtue of

Emergency (Essential Powers) Ordinance,1969,No.7,as amen
ded on 2nd of August 1969.Under this Ordinance the
breadth of the territorial waters of Malaysia shall be
twelve nautical miles and such breadth shall except in
the Straits of Malacca,the Sulu Sea and the Celebes Sea
be measured in accordance with Articles 3,4,6,7,8,9,10,
11,12 and 13 of the Geneva Convent,ion on the Territorial
Sea and Contiguous Zone 1958.In applying the aforesaid
Articles,the expression "territorial sea" occuring there
in shall construed as "territorial waters".
On the 21st April
1980,the
Yang
Di-Pertuan
Agong(lO) had finally proclaimed Malaysia's EEZ of 200
nm.;thus the water column above the continental shelf
within the EEZ came under the jurisdiction of Malaysia.The area of economic zone is 138,700 sq.km.(11).
The proclciimation of the Act states that the
ration of Malaysia shall have the following;

Fede

1.sovereign rights,for the purpose of exploring and
exploiting,conserving and managing the
natural
resources whether living or non-1iving,of the sea
bed and subsoil and the superjacent waters,and with
regard to other activities for the economic exploi
tation and exploration of the zone,such as the pro
duction of energy from the water,currents and
winds;
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i.

2.jurisdiction with regard to—
i. the establishment and use
of
islands,installations and structures;

artificial

ii. maritime scientific research;
iii. the preservation of the marine environment
in the EEZ shall extent to 200 nm. from the
baselines from which the
breadth
of
the
territorial waters is measured.
The EEZ Act 198A- (Part II.) which deals with the EEZ
in general terms provides the following;
i. a provision that states that the EEZ as proclai
med extends to a distance of 200nm. from the base
line from which the breadth of the territorial sea
is measured;
ii. a provision

regarding

delimitation

agreements

and the limits of EEZ;
iii. a prohibition- of activities to the effect

that

no person shall in the EEZ qr on the continental
shelf explore or exploit natural resources whether
living or non-living unless authorised under the
Act or any other written law.
In Southeast Asia,there are three marine boundaries
drawn during the colonial period which concerns Malaysia
directly.These marine boundaries are as follows;
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i. Britain drew a boundary on 3rd August 1924
through Johore Strait and allocated islands to
either Malaysia or Singapore;
ii. Britain and United States drew a boundary on 2nd
Jan.1930 to seperate their possesion in Sabah and
The Philippines respectively;
iii. Malaysia was also involved by the boundary
drawn in September 1958.Under this boundary,Britain
defined continental shelf boundaries separating the
shelf appertaining to Sabah and Sarawak from the
shelf belonging to Brunei.
Since the end of the colonial period there are four
maritime boundciries being agreed in the region.On 7
Nov.1969 an agreement was ratified by Indonesia and
Malaysia defining the' continental shelf boundaries in
Malacca Strait,in the seas between Peninsular Malaysia
and Indonesia's Natuna Islands,and northward from Tanjung
Datu,where the land boundary between Indonesia and Sara
wak terminates.The first two segments are lines of equi
distance and therefore favours Malaysia.On 10 March 1971
a boundary separating the territorial seas of Malaysia
and Indonesia became effective.The treaty stipulates that
the boundary shall be the line at the center drawn from
the baseline of both countries.Indonesia and Singapore
ratified a territorial sea boundary on 29th August
1974.This boundary which extends for 25nm. is defined by
six points.While the three eastern points are equidistant
from Singapore and Indonesia.
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On 21 Feb.1979 Malaysia and Thailand agreed on a
joint zone off the terminus of the land boundary on the
coast of the Gulf of Thailand.This joint zone,which is a
pentagon enclosing about 2100 square nm.,has been devided
by a single line to distinguish areas of jurisdiction
over criminal offences.
6.3-Areas In Dispute
The CLOS does not require states to draw any mari
time boundaries,but most of the states find it convenien
ce to do so.If the marine claims of the states are known
and a chart of their coasts is available,it is possible
to identify the specific marine boundaries that each
states needs to draw with its neighbours.Since the CLOS
codifies states' rights •concerning resource management
under several marine jurisdictional regimes,each state in
Southeast Asia desires to have maximum use of the resour
ces available in their offshore jurisdiction. The decla
ration of marine boundaries are normally made uni lateral
ly,and many of these unilateral claims overlapped each
other. Exhibit XI below illustrates the maritime boundary
of ASEAN states.
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Exhibit XIzMaritime boundaries

of

the

ASEAN

States

CHINA
BU RM A/'''

6.3.1-Malaysia-Indonesia
On the 25th July 1982 Malaysia and Indonesia signed
an important treaty relating to Malaysia's new rights and
privileges in the Indonesian archipelagic territory(12).
The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the two
countries was signed earlier in 197A.This MOU provides
the basis for more extensive discussion of the archipela
gic doctrine on a bilateral basis and in international
fora(13).
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The 1974 MOU revolved around two
follows;

major

issues

i . Malaysia's■conditional support of the
archipelagic concept;
ii. Malaysia's request for
passage.

a

special

as

Indonesian

corridor

of

At the Caracas meeting of UNCLOS,Malaysia proposed
a resolution into the CLOS with regard to special cor
ridor of passage.This is to safeguard the free communica
tion flow between Peninsular Malaysia,Sabah and Sarawak.
At the UNCLOS meeting in Geneva May 1975,Malaysia submit
ted another proposal to include inter alia all rights,
freedoms and liberties in navigation,overf1ight,fishing,
the laying of submarine cables and pipelines.Malaysia
also sought the preservation of rights and freedoms of
marine research and the conduct of naval and manouevres
as well as other legitimate interests(14).
Another MOU was signed in 1976 and agreed upon that
the general provision of this matter be included in
CLOS.Article 47(6) of the CLOS has adopted the New York
provision,which is actually the formulation of the MOU
1976 (15). The two countries agreed on the following
issues;
i. Malaysian recognition and support of the
sian archipelagic state regime;

Indone

ii. Indonesian recognition of the rights of access
and communication through Indonesian territorial
waters and archipelagic waters between East and
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West Malaysia by sea or air for civil or military
purposes including naval and aerial manouevres,ex
cluding third parties;
iii. the continuation of traditional fishing in exi
sting areas before the application of the
lagic regime;

archipe

iv. protection of the existing cables and pipelines
between East and West Malaysia and the laying of
the new ones after due notice;
V .protection.of other legitimate interests;and
vi.the conclusion of a bilateral treaty before
final adoption of an international convention.

the

The signing of the bilateral treaty in 1982 appre
ciated the fact that its recognition of the Indonesian
archipelagic concept meant an acceptance of Indonesian
sovereignty over the area in question.The treaty provides
the recognition of Malaysian legitimate interest related
to the following;
i. right of access and
ships and aircraft;

communication

ii. the traditional fishing rights of
the designated area;

of

Malaysia

fishermen

in

iii. legitimate interests relating to protection,maintenance and replacement of submarine cables and
pipelines,including the laying of the new one after
notification;
IDl

iv.legitimate

interests

in

maintaining

law

and

order by cooperating with the appropriate authori
ties of the Government of Indonesia;
search and resque operations with the cooperation
of Indonesia.The same also applies to
marine
research activities.
V .

6.3.2-Ma,laysia-Thai land
Malaysia had settled the seabed boundary problems a
few years ago with Thailand by adopting a joint exploita
tion zone roughly covering the area of dispute,obviating
the need for a precise delineation of an exact boundary
line.The disputed area between the two countries compri
ses about 'Z7Q0 square nm. with substancial known gas
deposits.
In fact two agreements were concluded between
Malaysia and Thailand in the form of MOD.These agreements
are;
i.the MOL) between Malaysia and the Kingdom of Thai
land on the Delimitation of the Continental Shelf
Boundary Between the Two Countries in the Gulf of
Thai land,signed on 24th Oct.1979 and entered into
force on 15th July 1982.
By this MOU,a short continental shelf boundary
was settled between the two countries in the Gulf
of Thailand comprising straight lines joining three
points whose geographical coordinates were speci
fied therein.This boundary followed the equidistan102

ce 1ine,although the principle
stated in the Agreement(16).

followed

was

not

ii.the MOU between the Kingdom of Thailand and
Malaysia on the Establishment of Joint Authority
for the exploitation of the Reserves of the Seabed
in a Defined Area of the Continental Shelf of the.
Two Countries in the Gulf of Thai land,signed on
21st Feb.1979 and enter into force on 15th July
1982.
The second MOL) led the two governments recognized
that it is the best interest of the two contries to
exploit the resources of the seabed in the overlapping
area as soon as possible,and that,such activities can be
carried out jointly through mutual cooperation.The Agree
ment also stipulate that for the exploration of the non
living resources of the seabed and subsoil in the over
lapping area,a Malaysia-Thailand Joint Authority was
established for a period of 50 years from the date the
Agreement came into force in the absence of any agreement
about the final division of the zone.There is also a pro
vision that the treaty will continue if no boundary has
been negotiated in those 50 years.
The Joint Authority is responsible for the plan
ning ,development ,supervision
and the control of all
petroleum operation in the Joint Development Areas.The
major issues that currently being discussed between
Malaysia and Thailand includes (17);
i.the Constitution for Joint Development Authority;
ii.the legal system;
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iii. the production sharing contract to be
adopted;and
iv. tax mattersn
6.4-The Managing Of Resources From The Sea
The declaration of 200 nm.EEZ by Malaysia in 1980
means,beside the sovereign rights on exploration and
exploitation,an added responsibility of managing and con
serving the natural resources, whether living or nonli
ving. Article 56till of the .CLOS states that the coastal
state in EEZ has sovereign rights for the purpose of
exploring and exploiting,conserving and managing the
natural resources,whether living or non-1iving,of the
waters superjacent to the seabed and of the seabed and
its subsoil.In addition it allows economic exploitation
and exploration of the zone,such as for the production of
energy from the water,currents and winds.
6.4.1-Living Resources
The CLOS does not provide for specific regulations
for the management of fisheries as it was certainly felt
that the taking of detailed regulatory measures was best
left to the competent authority,whether it be the coastal
state or international fishery organisations.lt provides
however,for a general duty to cooperate in the exploita
tion of shared stocks or the living resources of the high
seas <18) but it introduces various new regimes with res
pect to fisheries <19).
With regard to fisheries,the management and conser104

vabion programme was implemented and involves the classi
fication of fishing areas into four zones:Zones A,B,C and
D.The zoning was initiated mainly to curtail trawling
activities in the inshore areas.Generally,this programme
is aimed to achieve the following objectives;
■

i.to prevent

excessive

trawling

in

the

inshore

areas and to protect fish breeding grounds and nur
series j
ii. to minimize the destruction of young fish;
iii. to protect traditional fishermen from unfair
competition
from the industrial or commercial
fishing fleet;and
iv. to achieve an equitable
resources.

allocation

of

fishery

Zone A is defined to include areas from the shore
line up to 5 nm. and this zone is exclusively allocated
to fishermen operating traditional fishing gear and is
restricted to owner operators,i.efishermen operating
their own boats.Zone B lies next to Zone A covering from
5 nm. to 12 nm. offshore.This zone is reserved for
fishing boat of less than 40 grt.Priority is also given
to owner operators to fish in this zone.Zone C extends
from 12 nm. 30 nm. offshore.Fishing operation within this
zone is reserved for boats owned by Malaysian interests.Zone D stretches from 30 nm. to the limits of the decla
red Malaysian EEZ and this zone is available to foreign
fishing through licensing or
joint
venture arrange
ments (20) .
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Part III of the EEZ Act 1984 relates to fisheries
activities,Clause 6 states that the seas comprised in the
EEZ shall be part of Malaysian fisheries waters,However
Clause 8 of the Act mentions that with regard to fishe
ries the Act should be read with other fishery legisla
tions,namely
fishery law.

the

Fisheries Act 1985 which replaced 1963

The CLOS (Article 611 stipulates that the coastal
states shall ensure through proper conservation.and mana
gement measures that the maintenance of the living
resources in the EEZ is not endangered by over exploita
tion.
When

the

Fisheries

Act

1985

is

brought

into

force,fisheries matters in Malaysian EEZ will therefore
be regulated by the Act.Section 6 of the Fisheries Act
1985 translated the concept of conservation and managing
the living resources as provided in the convention(21).
This section states the following;
i. the Director General shall prepare and keep under
continual review fisheries plan based on the best
scientific information available and designed to
ensure optimum utilisation of fishery resources,consistent with sound conservation and management
principles and with the accordance with the overall
national policies,developments plans and program
mes;
ii. each plan and each modification and revision
thereof shall be implemented after the approval
by the Minister;
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iii.all development within the fisheries industry
shall conform generally with the management and
conservation policies described
plan.

in

the

fisheries

Allocation and control of living resources in
Malaysia are assumed to be achieved largely by the regu
latory mechanism of 1icenses(22) provided in the Act.A
fishing license is required not only for local fishing
vessels but covers the use of fishing appliances,fish
aggregation devises and marine culture systems.The Act
also regulates various aspect of fishing activities
through various legislation to be introduced pertaining
to condition for local fishing vessels;1 imitation on
quantity,size and of fish caught and retained or traded;method of fishing,col lection of statistic;and licensing,regulation and management of particular fishery.
In the Fisheries Act 1985 allocation and control of
EEZ resources in relation to foreign fishing is assumed
to be achieved by prohibiting foreign fishing vessels
from fishing or attempting to fish in Malaysia's EEZ or
to conduct any techno-economic research or survey of any
fishery,unless authorised so to do under an international
fishery agreement of Malaysia and international organisa
tion to which such vessel belongs or in which such vessel
is registered.This is in line with the provision that
gives coastal states an exclusive jurisdiction to regula
te fishing in their national waters,territorial seas and
EEZ,and to adopt and enforce conservation measures in
respect not only to their nationals but also to nationals
of any states that may have authorized to exploit living
resources.With regard to the EEZ,Article 62 of the con
vention gives a long and non-exhaustive list of the types
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of regulatory measures coastal states are entitled to
apply to foreign nationals fishing for unharvested surp
lus (23) .
The extension of fisheries jurisdiction in Malaysia
has generally increased responsibilities from the point
of view enforcement.The NMCC based in Lumut,Perak has
been established with a view to coordinate the surveilance in relation to the enforcement of EEZ legislations.
Comparing with environmental issues,regional coope
ration in fishing within the ASEAN has not been very
active.In Dec.1980 an agreement in principal was reached
to establish a group to evaluate the possibilities of
internal and external joint-ventures arrangements.More
constructive was the agreement reached in Oct.1983 by the
ASEAN agricultural and forestry ministry called the ASEAN
Ministerial Understanding on Fisheries Cooperation.The
accord calls for a sharing and transfer of technology,and
marketing as well as providing in general principal for
the management and conservation of fisheries resour
ces (24) .
6.4.2-Non-Living Resources
In Malaysia,marine awareness gain significant inte
rest due to the discoveries of significant oil and gas in
the offshore of Peninsular Malaysia,Sabah and Sarawak.
Marine regionalism in ocean resource development is an
important tool to avoid dispute over the overlapping
claims arised from the extension of the EEZ.
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In the past Malaysia has had a history of close
collaboration with Brunei in petroleum development opera-^
tion.Malaysia also cooperates closely with Thailand in an
effort to develop the disputed offshore territory between
the two countries.Two MOU cis discussed earlier was signed
in 1979.This led to the establishment of Joint Develop
ment Authority for the purpose of exploring and exploi
ting the non-living natural resources of the seabed.
6.5-Protection And Preservation Of
ment

The

Marine

Environ

Under CLOS states have the obligation to protect
and preserve the marine environment (Article 192) and
exercise sovereign right to exploit natural resources
pursuant to their environmental policies and in accordan
ce with their duty to protect and preserve the marine
environment (Article 193).
The most notable legal measures to protect and pre
serve marine environment in Malaysisi is the EQA 1974.Ho
wever the application is limited to territorial waters.The EEZ Act provides the provisions with regard to pro
tection and preservatioh of marine environment (Part X of
the Act).Clause 10 states that if any oil,mixture contai
ning oil or pollutant is discharge or escapes into the
EEZ from any vessel,land-based source,installation,devise
or aircraft,from or through the atmosphere or by dumping,
the pollutant is liable to a fine not exceeding one
million ringgit.
The steps to protect and preserve the marine envi
ronment therefore lies on the effective implementation of
the environmental policy.
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6.6-Conclus ion
The CLOS has both direct and indirect effect in
shaping up of marine policy of Malaysia.The CLOS has pro
vide the most crucial rights for Malaysia to harvest the
marine resources in its extended jurisdiction.The EEZ
should not only be seen to provide economic benefits but
also added responsibilities to the country.An effective
surveillance and control system would be an important
factor to ensure the full utilization of marine resour
ces.The concept of marine regionalism is also an impor
tant factor to be realised.The CLOS is truly an umbrella
Convention of the sea.
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7.1.Introduction
As the ocean uses are

increasingly

important

and

multiple use could no longer be treated as a distinct and
isolated policy area,a new approiich of ocean development
and conservation has gained its place in the overall
national marine affairs.This is because within the area
of the ocean are habitats containing a mass of life
forms.Many of them are highly mobile and all of them have
complex ecological relationships.Also,each sea area has
its own identity in terms of its biology,its climatic
conditions and its geograhical and political situation.
Some of this marine activities seriously deplete ocean
lifejothers treatfen fragile habitatsjand many activities
are in conflict with one another.The sectoral development
which normally been treated as a case by case project
could no longer bear the increasing impacts of various
marine use conflicts upon other sensitive resouces parti
cularly fishery,threat to coastal community

lls

etc.

Pol lu

tion which has been recognised as the most important
destructive agent are often resulted from the lack of
coordination and awareness of these development projects.
In developing countries,there is an increase evolu
tion of the importance of having an integrated treatment
over the ocean development and the need of coordination
among the users of the sea.This awareness has to be fol
lowed by an institution building process either reorgani
sing the existing institutional arrangements or establish
a single body to look after the marine affairs.This chap
ter attempts to discuss the methodology of integrating
ocean policies in overall marine development.
7.2.The Concept Of Ocean Management
Ocean management implies some ordered approach to
the utilisation of ocean space and it need logically fol
lows from the realisation that the ocean cannot be eve
rything for everybody,available to everyone for every
purpose at all time.The concept of multi-use management
in ocean areas is relatively new but likely to become an
important tool for securing the ocean wealth.Earlier
attempts at management consisted,for the most part,in
formulation of laws to govern marine activities such as
navigation and coastal fisheries.Ocean management invol
ves the extension of control over ocean space,resources,
as well as individual government efforts to exert con
trol. It includes various ocean-related management func
tions such as;
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i .research;
ii. information collection etc.;
iii. financial assistance;
iv. revenue collection;
V .

monitoring;

vi. enforcement;
vii. policy setting; ■
viii. Regulation;and
ix.

standard setting etc.

It is this combination of functions and the
of control which constitutes management Cl)»

degree

Ocean management is needed for several reasons.
First,the living resources of the ocean,often refered tc3
as renewable resources,are infact renewable only under
certain circumstances.Overfishing,for example,may ultima
tely result in fish stocks being made commercially,it not
biologically, extinct. Second, some ocean uses may have
important implications or even exclude the use of an area
of the oceans for other purposes. Fundementally, the
world's oceans and seas constitute natural systems and
subsystems in which actions taken in one functional area,
such as oil exploitation,may have significant ramifica
tions in other areas,such as navigation and fishing.
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The most fundamental aims of sea use management
include;the reconciliation of conflicting uses,the max
imising of yields from living resources commensurate with
their conservation,the preservation of endangered marine
species,and the protection of fragile ecosystems.Sea use
management may also include the social dimensions of
ensuring improvements in the livelihoods of those depen
dent on the sea in certain sea regions.The concept of sea
use management is not, however,widely adopted due to the
difficulties of coordinating activities between opposite
and adjacent States.Even within the national sea areas,
problem of cooperation between the various government
departments dealing with the sea may prove difficult.
Accordingly , modern

ocean

management

must

be

multi-use in perspective,taking into account the inter
play
of different uses rather than focusing upon each
category of ocean use without sufficient reference to
other
uses. It also requires clear objectives, good
resectrch and usually some structural changes in adminis
tration, or at least good methods of accessing diverse
data under a strong coordinating team.The skills involved
vary from biology to diplomacy.The EEZ,with its spatially
defined boundaries in which the coastal state has a pac
kage of exclusive rights,management authority,and limited
jurisdiction may provide a framework for the development
of a system of multi-use management over some ocean areas
of greatest significance to mankind.The UNCLOS provides
the basis for ocean management for eg. the conservation
of the living resources (Art.61) and utilisation of this
resources (Art.62).Extension of national marine jurisdic
tion over fisheries resources in waters within 200 miles
of
a State's coasts requires the adoption of policy
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regarding management of its living resources and creation
of appropriate mechanisms for ensuring this policy.In
fact,this extension of the Coastal States jurisdiction
has given many countries the opportunity, for the first
time,to determine a clear fisheries policy and create a
specific mechanism for enforcing such a policy.
EEZs may provide a step forward in ocean management
because of the direct national interest which they create
for the coastal states in the resources and uses of those
zones.They may also lead to a better understanding of the
limitation of management systems which do not coincide
with natural ecological system. The fisheries regime in
the EEZ offers new opportunities for developing Coastal
States,but at the same time it also makes them responsib
le for rational management of a large part of the living
resources of the sea.
Malaysia, in its aim toward harvesting
marine
resource and managing the ocean,recently requested France
to assist the University of Agriculture of Malaysia to
embark on a study on coastal resource management.This is
one of the request made by the government to set
the
technical cooperation programme between the two countries
<;2 :).
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7.3.Integrated Marine Policy

An integrated marine policy means

a

policy

where

the constituent elements are brought together.This ref
lects a need to have an approac?h where no longer a single
treatment over a sectoral development which evolved in
its own distinct and independent policy course(3).The
1982 LOS Convention does note that the problems of ocean
space"are closely inter-related and need to be considered
as a whole"CA).Part V of the CLOS leaves to the discre
tion of each party state with an EEZ the choice of natio
nal mechanisms,approach,and.institutions of management.
Normally a suggestion to have an integrated marine policy
arise with multiple conflicts in ocean development which
demands a comprehensive policy decision .This could be
explained in Exhibit IX.
The most salient problem in policy making over the
marine resource development is the absence of an overall
marine policy framework in the majority of the developing
countries!policy making is done on the basis of limited
information,and in the absence or very limited inter
agency consultation and reassessment of policy objectives
as technical,managerial and economic circumstances change.It is no doubt that the developing countries have a
long standing planning tradition,but they lack experience
in marine and coastal planning. Moreover, eventhough the
central planning bodies might have long been established,
the marine component is either one of the least developed
or is simply non-existent.At most,input in marine affairs
is recieved only from a few sectors (eg.fisheries,marine
transport and energy;the latter if offshore exploitation
plays a role in national energy policy).
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Therefore,in most of the developing countries,the
marine sectoral planning corresponds to a project by pro
ject basis with no adequate inter-sectoral and intra-sectoral coordination.One of the major problem in this area
results various defiencies in the ability to prepare well
concieved projects and to integrate them into a cohe
rent marine programme,which otherwise comprises only a
summation of individual sectoral projects,with no proper
evaluation of the comparative advantages thereof,and the
inter project relationships.
These uncoordinated marine development has been
recognized as the reason of several negative feedback to
the environment.Subsequently,the pollution problem,as an
important issue in the marine environment,generate nega
tive impact over the other coastal economic activities.
Furthermore,there is an increased tendency of population
growth in the coastal areas and this would of course
create the environmental disturbances to human settle
ments .
The features of competing uses of the sea has
demanded the marine development to be guided by an inte
grated policy approach where the coordinated and compre
hensive framework should be adopted.At the same time a
comprehensive environmental policy and enforcement stra
tegy need to be formulated to cover every zone which was
established. Legislative framework for marine activities
has to follow with these trends.
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Exhibit IX:Marine Policy Development
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However,an integrated policy in marine affairs
demands an institutional building process of whether
reorganising the existing structure or establish an
institution on its own solely looking after the marine
affairs.In other word this establishment has to be marked
with the focal point-function of coordinated marine deve
lopments .This is because most of the existing institutio
nal arrangement normally acted in the limited development
space,grew in distinct and independent policy area rather
than combining them into an ocean industry sector.
The integrated scope of marine policy therefore can
be measured in terms of the proportion of interdependent
issues or issue aspects that is subsumed under a common
policy framework.Thus
nation managing its fisheries,
offshore oil and gas production,and marine transport
under a common policy conception can be said to have a
more comprehensive marine policy than a nation treating
each of these activities as a
policy areaCBl.

distinct

and

independent

Considering the problems arised from the uncoordi
nated marine development,an attempt to integrate the
marine affairs,means an approach of coordinating policy
areas and introducing the concept of ocean management at
national level.Integrated marine industry system
is
summarised in Exhibit X.
This model of a marine industry system illustrates
fisheries,tourism shipbuiIding,port development and sea
transport all constitute an inter-related system,since
the linkages between them are strong.Thus the development
strategy for marine industries should be to ensure these
linkages operate in such a manner that growth and deve123

lopment in all these industries compliment each other.
7.3.Institution Building Process
Marine resource development and other uses of the
sea is a subject of considerable interest of the coun
try »Real izing the added responsibilities after the dec
laration of the EEZ,poses new requirements and management
prosedures,a focal point is required in order to provide
the government with a capacity to plan,to manage the
entire chain of functions needed to incorporate the mari
ne sector into the national development process.
Institutions are the instruments with which to
accomplish policy.lt is by firm policy commitment that
institution should be established and mciintained:what is
required then is the initial stages,much more than new
institutions,are articulating mechanisms among existing
institutions.These mechanisms and instruments should pro
mote effective coordination at all levels.The following
are the most salient(6 ):
i. consultation at all levels,from policy making
implementation 5
ii. development of common
goals
toward
concerted efforts should be directed;
iii. joint planning;and
iv. exchange of information.
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Exhibit X:A Model

of

an

Integratejd

System

Other
Sector

Marine
Industry
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Marine

Industry

These mechanism could gear the existing institu
tional machinery to the new development policy which
they,as a whole should serve.
The prevailing institutional problems confronting
development of marine affairs in developing countries
could be grouped into four categories-policy making,plan
ning ,implementation ,and
aspect.

legislative

and

regulatory

i.policy making
a. the non-existence of an overall policy framework
and the dependence on sectoral policies that might
poorly defined;
b. inconsistencies and conflicting aims may appear
when several sectoral 1 policies come together,fre—
quently resulting in environmental damage;
c. policy making is done on the basis of limited
information,lack of interagency consultation and
of re-evaluation of policy objectives in light of
changing technical,managerial and economic cir
cumstances .
ii.planning
a.current institutional arrangements rarely cor
respond either to the dynamic nature of ocean
resources and ocean uses or to the reality of the
biophysical characteristics of ocean and coastal
systems and their associated processes;
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b. traditional institutional approaches have limi
tations in handling multiple and simultaneous use
of the ocean resources and space,and in managing
the variety of externalities that are played out
through cause-effect networks and culminate in
negative impacts upon other sectors;
c. there is a lack

of

experience

in

marine

and

coastal planning as well as in the establishment
of new procedures to ensure intersectoral and
intrasectoral coordination within existing secto
ral plans relevant to marine and coastal develop
ment, and the introduction of the "marine dimen
sion" within development planning;
d. at the resource allocs^tion and budget level,the
input of all sectors merge and pull in different
directions while traditional economic sectors with
longstanding support compete for funding,resources
and authority.In this process,the marine compo
nent, which is dispersed among many ministries,be
comes further diluted and fragmented by forces
that weaken the already isolated efforts of indi
vidual agencies.
iii.implementation
a.management responsibilities fall under a number
of ministries and level of government that have
control over one or more facets of ocean resources
and space.These sectoral and hierarchical diffe
rentiations are further complicated by functional
divisions which may also create seperate agencies
or bureaus,creating more possibilities for frag127

mentation;

b. the fragmentation of

government

responsibility

does not contemplate the intersectoral and interdependet nature of coastal and ocean activities
that fall within the jurisdiction of various
governmental and non-governmental agencies;
c. there is an absence of coodination between the
planning and operational levels.This coupled with
the limited roles assigned to regional and local
governmental agencies makes very difficult the
proper allocation of the chain of functions neces
sary for the implementation of programmes and pro
jects;
d. mechanisms to deal with ocean use decisions
having cross-resources implications are inadequate;few opportunities exist for examining the rami
fications of decisions in one sector upon other
sectors and there
resolving the many
users and agencies.

are no public mechanisms for
conflicts that arise among

iv.legislative and regulatory
a. current institutional arrangements do not span
the land-sea interface,instead,multiple jurisdic
tion and laws applies to various geographical
limits;
b. the lack of continuity in jurisdiction across
the coastal and offshore areas,added to the divi
sion of authority among different governmental
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levels creates difficulties in decision making,wi
dening of institutional gaps and overlapping and
confusion in applying regulations;
c.there is a lack of adjustment in the regulatory
framework and an absence of coordination in the
application of fragmentary norms and rules that
regulate resources and uses.
A number of countries has taken steps to adress the
above problems and managing the oceans (see Exh.XI) and
some established a permanent body or an adhoc arrange
ments (see exhibit XII).
Sri Lanka,a country lacked a strong maritime tradi
tion and for a long time the expertise are only available
in the field of fisheries,established a single institu
tional agency for marine resource development.The country
faced two needs;to set up a national policy forum for
marine resource development and to develop capabilities
for action in that sphere.The single agency known as
National Aquatic Resource Agency (NARA) was thus estab
lished with the mandate to engage in the research,deve
lopment and management of all equatic resources (living
or non-living).The French Government established the
Ministry of the Sea,as a sectoral administration dealing
with ocean affairs as a whole.The government of India
also established the Department of Ocean Development,ba
sed on the use of existing sectoral administration opera
ting under this department which has the power to formu
late national policy in ocean affairs and to coordinate
its implementation.
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Exhibit XI:Coastal and Ocean Initiatives
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In Sweden,the government had decided to create a
small,rather flexible coordinating agency,known as Swe
dish National Marine Resources Commission.The Commission
had no power over other governmental agencies:it could
only advise governmental agencies,upon request and sug
gest courses of actions to non-governmental bodies engage
in marine resource development.However,this Commission
had no responsibilities in the domain of fishing,shipping
and shipbuilding because other governmental agencies were
sufficiently well equipped and competent to handle those
sectors.
In Malaysia,the institution building process,of
establishing the focal point for the ocean management is
rather slow.The industries developed in the existing
institutional sectoral framework where a number of agen
cies involved.These agencies corresponds to the national
economic planning instructed by the government particu
larly through Economic Planning Unit,Prime Minister's
Department.However,the coordination among the ocean deve
lopment seem to be very minimum.
7.4.Institutional Structuring For Marine
lopment

Resource

Deve

7.4.1.Basic Institution-Building Strategy
The decision to establish or reorganize any insti
tution should be the result of a judgement involving two
sets of criteria-external and internal.

i.External Criteria.
This refers to the assessment of the value related
to the way in which the institution will or is to perform
a function or serve a purpose in the process within which
it is to be inserted.This is involving the revaluation of
the real need for the institution,present or foreseen,and
of its effective insertion into the existing institu
tional structure.In other word a new institution should
be created only if such an assessment indicates that what
it is supposed to do cannot be done otherwise,in an
acceptable way and that it will be able to interact pro
perly with the existing institutions in performing the
task.
ii.Internal Criteria.
This is related to those measures of value

related

to the adequancy of means <personnel,procedures,funds,
etc.)to be provided to the new institution so that it
capable of performing what is demanded.The decision to
create the new institution should be made only if it is
concluded that,indeed,this provision applies and its in a
more efficient use of such means.
7.5.National Marine Policy
Although there is no single model of institutional
arrangements for marine rsource development that is
applicable to all countries,there are certain basic,
recurring features of all such development.Realising that
the marine resource development are multi-discipline and
that the interdependence of activities and ecological
aspects associated with these activities should normally
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be reflected in the planning,managerial and institutional
arrangements for marine resource development,there is
often a need for improved communication and coordination
among the various ministries and departments involved in
such development.
Taking into account the need to integrate ocean
development strategy into one policy framework,the follo
wing are among the most important issues for Malaysian
policy direction;
i. An agency should be established and

assigned

to

take the responsibilities of the ocean development.
It should also be a focal point with coordination
function with regard to relevant activities in
other parts of the government;
ii. The improved communication and
coordination
instrument should be set within this agency;
iii. Such institution
from

need

a

continuous

a. other governmental agencies;
b. private firms;
c. research institutes;
d. universities;
e. local coastal communities;and
f. fishing communities.
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feedback

v.The supportive function performed by
nal arrangement requires:
a. the development of manpower
capabi1ities;

and

institutio

technological

b. the generation,collection,storage and
nstion of information at all levelsjand
c. more comprehensive and
marine scientific research.

better

coordinated

In Malaysia,therefore,the ocean development should
be multi-discipline and the concept of management with
the integrated policy approach treating those development
as an ocean industry sector,should be employed.Taking
into consideration the interplay of different develop
ments as shown in exhibit X,it is a need to have an
integrated policy framework.In Malaysia,because of a num
ber of ministries and departments are involves with the
marine resource development,and the complexities of the
division of powers between the Federal and State govern
ment's agencies,therefore,prerequisite to establish
focal point for marine resource developments.

a

The national ocean development,therefore,need to be
integrated due to the fact that the existing sectoE'al
developments expand within the limited inter agency
coordination and consultation,and sometimes ignore the
fact that the ecological implication from these develop
ments are serious enough.The comprehensive environmental
policy should follow this trend and the enforcement of
law should cover every zones that already been estab135

1ished.
7.6.Conclusion
The course of developing Malaysian marine policy
encounter
various deficiencies due to the lack of
communication between the
government
agencies,which
treating each sector on its own policy area.A need to
have an integrated marine policy is growing urgent in
Malaysia.In the process,an institutional arrangement is
necessary in the course of treating the whole marine
development in a integrated policy framework.
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Notes
1. see for eg. Armstrong and Ryner,Ocean Management-A
New Perspective,Ann Arbor Publ.1981,Chapter 1.
2. Malaysian Digest,August 1987.
3. The integrated marine policy need comprehensiveness,
aggregation and consistency.Suggestion for an integrated
marine policies seem to imply some notion of a proper or
ideal policy scope.However,this policy scope might be in
better position to employ a common policy area which
better result to environment and living resources.see
Arild Underdal,Integrated Marine Policy-what?why?How?,
Marine Policy,July 198D.
4. Preamble to UNCLOS.
5. Underdal,ibid
6. Vallejo,S .M.A,The institutional framework for ocean
development,paper presented at sea use planning and
management course,at World Maritime University,Nov.1987.
7. United Nation Department of International Economic and
Social Affairs,Institutional Arrangement For
Marine
Resource Development,Report of the Expert Group Mee
ting, 10-1 4 Jan.1983,New York,1984,pp.6.
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8.1.Introduction
By the time this study is nearly to be concluded,the Government of Malaysia,has established a National
Maritime Council (NMC!) and convened its first meeting in
June 1987Cl).However,to date no firm decisions were made
with regard to its composition,task and priorities. This
study therefore,attempts to suggest various steps that
might contribute to the NMC.The formation of the NMC is
a testimony of greater government interest in ocean deve
lopment and the realization of various deficiencies in
the overall marine sectoral policies and the importance
of the sector to the national economy,
8.2.Roles and Responsibilities
The formation of the NMC could be considered

as

a

big step for Malaysia to harmonize its marine policies
into a comprehensive marine policy framework,thus trea
ting marine sectoral activities under a common policy
scope.Eventhough there is very little evidence of success
in various countries to fully harmonize
marine policy,
the aims,however,contributes for a more comprehensive
attempt to manage the marine environment and other uses
of the sea.The NMC taking this consideration into account
should focus attention to the following areas:
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i. provide more

effective

policy

coordination

by

facilitating a more coherent definition of the
national priorities over the ocean resources;
ii. provide an increased efficiency by reducing dup
lication,conf licts and waste within the various
marine sectoral development;
iii. facilitate increased effectiveness in task per
formance; and
iv. provide access to centers of decision-making for
constituencies.
Based on the fuctions described above,the NMC,the
refore,needs to set various policy objectives for ocean
management.These includes the following;
i.economi c
From the economic point of view,the NMC efforts are
to be directed towards the safe and efficient use
of
various opportunities offered by Malaysian
seas.Marine resource development encompasses a par
ticular large spectrum of interested actors-both
governmental and non-governmental-which often com
pete for common resource base and for the use of
space.This give place to conflicts in the alloca
tion of the scarce resources,conflicts in the use
of space,and multiple use conflicts that impinge
among the quality of the, marine environment.A care
ful balancing of potentially conflicting interests
is particularly important in connection with perma
nent and localized uses of space (submarine pipe
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lines and cables,extraction platforms and coastal
and offshore land reclaimationJ.The policy shall be
to promote the development and expansion of the
ocean area in accordance with its best
potential,and to achieve and maintain an optimal
level of utilization in harmony with the require
ment of balanced economic growth.
iii. Environment
Environmental problems should be adressed seriously
by the NMC.The unique features of the marine envi
ronment need necessitate great caution in policy
and actions the consequences of proposed activities
must wherever possible be identified in advance so
that measures can be taken to minimize marine pol
lution and damage to marine environment.In achie
ving the optimal level of utilization of ocean
resources,it should also be in harmony with a sound
protection of environment.In other words,an envi
ronmental impact assessment should be put forward
before the proposed project proceed.Malaysia should
also promote the rights of the international commu
nity in the conservation of the ocean areas through
cooperative endeavours within the limits of the
national interest.
iv. Social.Cultural and Scientific
In the process of seeking maximum contribution from
the sea to the national economy,the scientific
knowledge of the sea should be increased by promo
ting more marine scientific research in Malaysian
seas and thus to assess its potential.lt is the
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responsibility of the NMC to increase marine aware
ness to the people,industry and interest groups.lt
is therefore important to insert national ocean
studies within the educational system and thus pro
vide a better chance to increase awareness of the
sea, and its resources.Only a limited aspects of
marine education are currently being conducted in
local

universities

and

very

little

at

school

level.
Having discussed the broad policy

objectives

that

fall within the NMC,the policy elements can be summarised
as follows;
i.policy framework
Description of current status of marine sectoral
activities is an important component for the policy
framework of marine development.These may include
the followings
a. the natural system and

its

characteristic

features and processes;
b. the multiple sea uses and

potential

prob

lems area;and
c. the available statutory and
regulatory
instruments and means of enforcement.
The policy framework also includes an evaluation of
existing national marine policies included in the
international conventions,national legislation and
government instruments.
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ii.action programmes
The action programme is a crucial element in the
process of harmonizing marine policy in Malaysia.lt
comprise specific goals the government propose to
take in order to achieve a coordinated approach
towards giving priority to problem areas.The problem
areas therefore should be identified and evaluated
by the NMC as a basis for policy framework.From the
problem areas,the priorities to be selected may inc
lude the following;
a. their importance as regard to the
objectives set out by the government;

general

b. the question whether the problem
area
actually give rise to conflicts of interest;
c. the frequency of conflicts of interests

in

the problem areas;and
d. the seriousness of the consequences of such
conflicts of interest for example the scale,duration and interest at stake.
The

selected

priorities

should

be

collected

through various proposals from lead ministries/
departments concern with sectoral development,the
industries and the input from local/fishing communi
ties and research institutes.The proposals put for
ward

has to be subjected to an environmental impact

•analysis.
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A simple but effective concept is the construc
tion of overlays of 1iving,non-1iving resources and
uses of the sea into atlases-for critical areas or
entire coast1ineC3).Some atlases designed for policy
development or manaigement purposes while others have;
very specific uses as aids for contingency planning
in the case of oil spills.This atlas system develo
ped by Coastal Zone Management in the United States
is a good example.The content of these atlases have
been designed with the following needs in mind;
a . environmental impact assessments
development projects;

of

major

b. assessment of alternative locations
onshore and offshore activities;
c .identif ication of areas
special protection;

that

may

for

requirs;

d. oilspill contigency planning;
e. identification of the spatial dimension
resource management programs;and
f. identification of data groups and
needs.
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of

research

8.3.Compos ition
Taking into account various governmental and non—
govermental institutions with involvement with marine
uses and sectoral development in Malaysia,the following
major institutions may be appropriate members of the
Counci 1;
i.

Ministry of Finance;

ii. Prime Minister's Department;
iii. Attorney General Department;
iv.

Ministry of Science,Technology and Environment;

V . Ministry

of Agriculture;

vi. Ministry of Primary Industry;
vii. Ministry of Public Enterprise;
viii. Ministry of Defence;
ix.

PETRONAS;

X.Ministry of Works;
xi. State Governments;
xii. Ministry of Tourism and Culture;
xiii. Ministry of Transport;and
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xiv.National

Council for Scientific

Research

and

Cievelopment.
In such a Council,the Ministry

of

Finance

should

play a major role in the overall marine policy develop
ment.Each member is a lead institution for the individual
actor and thus giving proposals to the NMC.It is impor
tant to note that in formulating and implementing marine
policy,the input from the coastal communities and aca
demic are essential.
8.4.Major Strategies in
ment

Ocean

Development

and

Manage

It is the responsibility of the NMC to draw up
strategy and management target for the marine sector
from various proposal put forward by lead ministries or
department.The major strategies that can be considered
for Malaysia are as 'follows?
i. develop system for surveying,investigating and
monitoring the ocean area.This will include accele
rate inventory and assessment activities;improve
and expand existing capabilities for ocean resource
exploration;establish standard measures in the eva
luation and monitoring of research activities;and
pursue
effective planning and coordination in
rsearch activities by both governmental and non
governmental institutions;
ii. establish and implement proper

conservation,ma

nagement and protection measures.This will include
activities such as projection studies on the expan
sion of the ocean area;regulate activities to ensu145

re future utilization of the ocean area;develop
methodologies- and criteria for evaluating program
mes related to ocean area utilization;and streng
then enforcement capabilities for the maintenance
of national security;
iii. evolve and pursue a diplomatic

programme

con

sistent with national interests.This will include
accelerate the flow among nations of informatioiijtechnology,funds,expertise and
other resources
related to ocean area management;strengthen regio
nal ties in order to pursue common interests;and
reviewing existing agreements affecting the ocean
area;
iv. safeguard

investments

and

provide

attractive

terms for the return o f •investments.This will inc
lude granting incentives to encourage the partici
pation of local and foreign investment;and
V . accelerate

the development of the ocean by deve
loping
new,adaptive and appropriate technology
and provide financial and technical assistance to
the local.

8.5.The legal framework
It was explained in the earlier part of this

study

that most of maritime legislation in Malaysia are outda
ted. Efforts to update marine legislation are now underway
but it is a slow process.With the increasing actors in
the marine affairs and increased marine interest by the
government,a need for more comprehensive legal framework
is crucial.
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A proper legal framework will facilitate

the

imp

lementation of policies in three areas namely the
national legal system,national legal process and
international legal process.
.National legal System
a . Sovereignty and Jurisdiction
Though Malaysia has basic provisions setting out
national territorial sovereingty,it has to be resta
ted. This restatement
would
provide
legislative
umbrella and in the process notify global community
of the country's jurisdictional parameters where the
administrative and juridical limit are placed.
b. Marine Legislation
In implementing national sectoral sea use activi
ties, it is essential for Malaysia to have currently
viable national legislative instruments covering all
ocean uses,resources and the protection of the mari
ne environment where the country express its "legis
lative intent".However,Malaysia needs to identify
the activities which needs to be regulated and what
are the impjacts or implications on laws relating to
other sea use and development.In other words,a
legislation must take into account the multiple use
conflicts.A multipurpose piece of legislation seems
to be a good solution but this will take time and
energy to produce.This is true in Malaysia because
of various existing rules and regulations with
varying jurisdiction governing marine activities.
1A7

c .International Aspects
The national legislation should not conflict with
international conventions such as CLOS,IMO,UNCTAD
and others.This also applies to those of bilateral
and multilateral treaties and agreements.
ii.National Legal Process
a.Administrative Responsibility
It may not be appropriate to give legislative res
ponsibility of ocean management to one agency (among
the actors of ocean uses and develomentl.Nor it is
viable to specify legislative responsibility to each
of the agency concern with marine use.The NMC as
a central coordinating body would be the most appro
priate step for Malaysia,which could review both
legislative "needs and administrative responsibility.
b.Regulatory System
Regulatory system is the enforcing arm of any law
which provides the day-to-day operational guidelines
for those charged with enforcement,as well as those
whose actions on sound knowledge of what is to be
regulated and what the purpose of such regulations.
Therefore in drafting legal matters it should invol
ve people who know the day-to-day work.This will
avoid conflicts in the normal enforcement function
of such laws.
c.Dispute Resolution
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In creating acceptable environment which

encourages

ocean development and also protect the marine envi
ronment of Malaysia,the legal framework must contain
a predictable dispute resolution system.This system
must be capable of dispensing equitable justice
regardless of the litigant.
iii.International Legal Process
With regard to multilateral treaty obligation (glo
bal and regional) through a formal mechanism,Malay
sia is obliged to transpose such treaty provisions
into domestic law.This is not an easy task for
Malaysia since all laws are required to be transla
ted to the National Language.The bilateral agree
ments with regard to marine resource exploitation is
also to be part of the legal framework which has to
be taken into account in the planning and management
process.lt is therefore essential for NMC to be awa
re of all public and private bilateral agreements in
existence.
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8.6.Conclusion
The formation of NMC is a step forward to cope with
ocean management and sea use in Malaysia.In order to
coordinate
proper and sound management of ocean resour
ces, various input has to take into account by NMC, not
only among the actors of the ocean development but also
to consider the socio-cultural aspect.The first task of
the NMC is to review the overall ocean development,the
legal framework and the overall needs of ocean related
manpower problems.The future goal or a common strategy of
Malaysian seas development thus lies within the effecti
veness of this Council.
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Report,Technische Universeteit,Delft,July 1987.
2. although marine areas under national jurisdiction
comprise a single geographical area encompassing all
types of resources,the marine environment does not lend
itself to the establishment of well defined
boundaries,either natural or man made,for delimiting
properties or uses,which tends to be defined in terms of
the marine phenomena involved or a flexible use area.This will naturally engender overlapping and imprecision
in geographical boundaries.
3 . Cote,R .P .A .,A Primer on Marine
tion Programmes,handout
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Marine activities in Malaysia are sectoral in nature
and the control of those activities scattered into various
fraction of government agencies.Though there is no proper
marine policy and does not have strong maritime tradi
tion,the development are expanding
satisfactorily.Ho
wever,the rapid growth of the ocean development is faced
with several difficulties in connection with the manage
ment aspect,conservation,coordination,legal framework and
manpower.
The proclaimation of the EEZ by Malaysia in 1980 and
the promulgation of the EEZ Act 1984 means an added responsibities of management and conservation in the new
zone.Furthermore,the Fisheries Act 1985 declared the zone
as fisheries zone for Malaysia,Therefore,the marine area
subject to the jurisdiction of Malaysia provide a wide
range of values to the public— including oil and gas and
other minerals, renewz^ble resources such as
thetic enjoyment and scientific research.

fisheries,es

All those items has been concluded in the

LOS.Even-

though Malaysia is not the member of this Convention,but
observed closely its development and thus the national
marine policy direction,tend to follow the trend concluded
in that Convention.
As the national marine development grew,there is an
increasing demand for Malaysia to have a proper marine
policy and a national marine agency looking after the
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development of the marine

sector.Simultenously

a

demand

for comprehensive environmental policy has grew fast.This
trend demanded an integrated policy approach considering
marine sectoral development as a whole.
In the course of shaping a national marine policy in
Malaysia,the salient features that might create difficul
ties are:
i. Absence of overall marine policy, as
set for various sectors

well

as

policies

There is no proper marine sectoral policies in the
overall marine development in Malaysia.Most of the project
are sectoral in nature.Lack of inter1inkages among the
various component of these sectoral development create
further conflicts among users of the sea.Various minis
tries as well as departments involve,not to mention the
division of responsibilities between Federal and State
agencies in overall marine development projects.The marine
awareness developed within specific activities rather than
developed in a common space of ocean industry sector in
harmonised form.
ii. Shipping and Port policies
The most important issues with regard to shipping
and port is the lack of firm policy framework. This sector
has attracted public attention because of the involvement
of individual and private companies.Though the policy
objective to achieve the status of a "maritime nation" has
been publicly announced,but there is no serious attempt to
define this objective nor an agency assigned to carry the
task.However,should a national shipping and port policies
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be promulgated in Malaysia,a whole range of
port activities should be considered.
iii. Conf1icts in jurisdiction among
ment agencies

the

shipping

various

and

govern

The growth of ocean development in separate set of
policy area has resulted various deficiencies with regard
to overlapping jurisdiction and individual roles of these
agencies.Even in the same sectoral development projects,—
for eg.shipping,there is no proper coordinating mechanism
to resolve these overlapping functions.The formation of
NMC would reduce the conflicting roles of
in marine uses.
iv. Imbalances of economic
development

priorities

in

various

ocean

actors

resource

The rapid g-rowth of ocean resource development,fol
lowed by various incentives to certain sectors may hamper
(directly or indirectly)the development of other sectors.
Fishing,the oldest ocean tradition in Malaysia,is the most
poorest sector in the country.Emphasis of development in
some sectors of the marine activities,without considering
thre impact on the other sector especially fishing may in
the long run lead to the deterioration of fisheries acti
vities. It is important to note that fisheries activities
comprises small scale fishermen with limited technology
and capacities and those of big entreprises,the proper
management should be established and of course the compre
hensive enforcement strategy should be adopted.As poverty
still exist in fisheries sector,an aim to eradicate pover
ty means to control the multiple ocean exploitation and to
minimise their impact on the local fishing industries.
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V . Management

sia

of the ocean

The meaning of ocean resource development in Malay
could be realised in the EEZ Act 1984 and the Fishe

ries Act 1985.However,there is a question of how to imple
ment those measures.The term ocean management is a new
fenomena in this country.The management and conservation
measures are,however,scattered in other various Acts.
The environmental policy which is governing the aims
of maintaining the ecological balances is still insuffi
cient to cover the whole development process.The marine
environment issues are managed mostly upon the onshore
sources of pollution but the marine generated pollution is
neglected.The concept of managing the ocean in Malaysia
should be extended to every sector of the ocean develop
ment projects. Eventhough legal mechanism is the most
effective method,it is necessary to have a full enforce
ment task to cater the jurisdictional issues of ocean
management and the control of pollution.Although oil and
gas development and transportation are currently at the
center of public concern with the conservation of the
values of coastal and marine areas,a wide range of other
activities are also significant because they may create
adverse environmental or socio-economic effects and conf
licts with other beneficial' uses.These activities include
increased maritime transportation of hazardous and toxic
substances and several forms of dumping at sea.
vi .Institutional Arrangements
The formulation of marine policy has to be followed
by the institutional arrangement of which to function as a
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coordinating agency for ocean resource

development.Insti

tutional arrangement may be involved with the restructu
ring of existing sectoral agencies or establishing a sing
le agency which is based on the existing institutional
framework to carry out the policy task.This needs to be
followed by an effective enforcement to ensure the proper
management mechanism in Malaysian ocean.The establishment
of the NMC is a big step towards managing the ocean.Howe
ver, the task,composition and priorities has yet to be for
mulated »
vii.Improvement of management/technical/legal
expertise
The development of

technical/legal

and

managerial

expertise necessary for the effective exploitation and
regulation of the oceans is a crucial component of any
activity for all sectors.This includes the need to have a
broad-based managers for public service,sufficiently skil
led in a number of ocean-related disciplines to regulate
and manage with an awareness of the multi-sectoral of the
ocean development,and of the interconnected and often
conflicting requirements of different ocean uses.At the
same time,more technical and unisectoral specialists will
be needed both in government service (as the field person
nel in management systems) and for private parastatal
enterprises as they expand their roles in ocean resource
development.Therefore,the manpower planning should empha
sis of all types of training needed in every sector of
ocean industry.
vii.International Evolution of Marine Affairs
Eventhough Malaysia observed the international
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evo-

lution of marine affairs and realised its impact on natio
nal marine development,but very little attention has been
done to ratify international conventions.Malaysia is not a
party to CLOS though follow closely that convention in
shaping up national marine policies.The same also applies
to the ratification of international shipping conven
tions,mainly by IMO.So far only four of these conventions
ratified by Malaysia.None of the convention with regard to
pollution control and compensation- schemes
ratified by
Malaysia.These conventions are among the very important
international resolutions that would benifited Malaysia
especially those of compensation schemes for pollution
generated by ships.One of the crucial problem with regard
to this issue is the determination of which agency should
be responsible to ratify and implement the rules and regu
lations which are suggested by those conventions.
ix.Scientific Information Base
All activities in the ocean,both developmental and
managerial,are dependent upon knowledge of the natural
phenomena which govern the environment.Beyond provision of
straightforward information such as the location of fish
stocks
and petroleum reserves,scientific research is
required to establish the data bases and managerial models
to allow for rational control of fishing quotas,pollution
contigency plans,maricultural
of other activities.

development and any number

"The future of a prosperous marine affairs
in
Malaysia depends largely on the management and conserva
tion measures,meaning Malaysia should formulate an integ
rated marine policy,treating all marine sectoral develop
ments as a marine industry sector a whole.At the same time
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the surveillance and the
effectively enforced.The

control procedures should be
factors discussed above are the

most important issues that must be solved by Malaysia.The
formation of NMC bears those answer.lt is the NMC who
could shape

the

proper

marine
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policy

in

the

future.
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